8th ANNUAL CABIN FEVER ANTIQUE TOOL AUCTION
March 18, 2017
Harvester Lions Club
4835 Central School Road
St. Charles (St. Louis), MO 63304
Auction begins 9:30 a.m.
1 _____ Three Keen Kutter bench planes: KK29 transitional with sawtooth Keen Kutter logo on toe and tapered
iron, almost certainly made by OHIO TOOL based on the shape of the fine tote, knob chipped at base,
good KEEN KUTTER iron, very good overall; and a KEEN KUTTER KK26 transitional with block &
wedge logo stamped on top of stock near toe, good E.C. SIMMONS Keen Kutter blade, very good
overall; and a 15-inch wooden jack with sawtooth logo on toe, good E.C. SIMMONS KEEN KUTTER
blade, big chip missing from left side near toe, good overall.
2 _____ Pair of wedge-locking wooden trammel points on wooden beam, very good overall.
3 _____ Disston D23 panel saw, has some very light rust on blade, fine etch, very good overall.
4 _____ Unusual 22-inch MOUND CITY #21 wooden jointer plane with closed tote, some pitting at top of good
tapered iron, very good overall. Mound City was an early nickname for the City of St. Louis Missouri
which was built on a large complex of Indian burial mounds.
5 _____ Stanley No. 95 brass-bound 24-inch plumb & level with a few paint splatters and a dry level vial, will
clean to very good.
6 _____ Sandusky 22-inch No. 19 wooden jointer plane with closed tote, complete and very good.
7 _____ Pair of 18-inch meat saws: on bottom is an OAK LEAF Wuest Patent marked with MAY 30, 1905 (U.S.
No. 790,947) patent date near the tensioning screw, complete and fine; above is a SHAPLEIGH a few
scuffs to otherwise good handle, very good overall. You’ll need these for next year’s deer season.
8 _____ Unusual 14-inch miter plane, unmarked and quite possibly user made, has pitted single iron that is cut
down at the bottom to clean the narrow throat, very good overall.
9 _____ Arthur White adz with 3 1/2-inch cutting edge, complete and very good.
10 _____ Gage 24-inch transitional jointer plane, complete and very good overall.
11 _____ Three saws including a 22-inch panel saw with KEEN KUTTER medallion, blade has been partially
cleaned but no etch has been revealed, a thorough cleaning may reveal an etch, very good overall; plus
two unmarked limb saws each with a wooden handle, both very good.
12 _____ Two books: GRIMSHAW ON SAWS 1880 reprinted by Astragal Press, fine; and a STARRETT
ENGLISH AND METRIC TOOLS FIFTH EDITION Catalog No. 27, has a few creases, very good
overall.
13 _____ Two unusual 26-inch hand saws: HARVEY W PEACE with MUNGER patent medallion and having the
Hankin & Tenney Patent JULY 3, 1883 reinforcing plate below bottom of handle, some cracking around
screw hole that the plate mounts with, good etch on saw blade, very good overall; and a similar saw with
SIMONDS MFG. CO. Glover Patent (U.S. No. 375,350) medallion with the DEC. 27, 1887 patent date,
and having an unmarked reinforcing plate below bottom of handle, handle broken and glued, no etch
visible on blade, good overall.
14 _____ Leg vise with light to moderate rust, complete with spring and mounting bracket, will clean to very good
usable condition.
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15 _____ Unusual and scarce wooden bung-starting hammer, very good overall.
16 _____ Lot of four hand drills including a small Goodell Pratt with rosewood handle, all need oiling but will end
up in good to very good usable condition.
17 _____ Lot of four saw sharpening tools: E.C. STEARNS AUG 22, 1899 saw vise that has a welded bracket,
very good overall; small vise that can be clamped to edge of table or bench; ATKINS raker gage; and
unknown hand vise marked F12 50 and F12 51, very good overall.
18 _____ Lot of five saw sets: Millers Falls, complete and fine; DUNLAP lever type, complete and fine; OAK
LEAF lever type with light rust; OLD ORIGINAL I.M.O. very good; and a STILLMAN with wooden
handle and brass clamp, very good.
19 _____ Lot of four wooden handled hand drills, with oil and light cleaning all will be very good.
20 _____ Lot of six assorted saw sets: MORRILL APEX; STANLEY 42X; TAINTOR; STILLMAN’S 1848
Patent, very good; unknown patented AUG. 15, 186?, some pitting; and a wooden handled No. 2 wrest
very good overall.
21 _____ Three planes: 9-inch smoother with stamped steel frog and lever cap, very good overall; Stanley
DEFIANCE? 9-inch smoother with MADE IN USA iron, very good overall; and a CRAFTSMAN
(Sargent) rabbet and fillister plane (similar to Stanley #78) missing fence and depth stop, has light to
moderate pitting on side.
22 _____ Lot of six saw sharpening tools: SARGENT & CO. saw vise that can be clamped to a table or bench top,
very good; two small vises that can be mounted to edge of a board or table; a cast iron saw vise that has
an odd and possibly owner-made bracket for attaching to bench; and two MORRIL medium sized saw
vises.
23 _____ Pair of iron block planes including a Sargent double ender (similar to Stanley #130) that is complete and
fine.
24 _____ Three iron spokeshaves, two with open loop handles that are unmarked but very good; and a Stanley that
has a broken off screw that tensions the cap.
25 _____ Scarce Birmingham 20-inch transitional jointer plane with distinctive faucet-type adjuster,
complete with original blade, very good overall.
26 _____ SPEEDLINE Garden Tools point of sale steel display stand with most of the original graphics legible,
has some rust, good overall.
27 _____ Nice 26-inch D.R. BARTON wooden jointer plane, complete and very good overall.
28 _____ Stanley #29 prelateral transitional jointer plane with nice eagle logo on toe in addition to the model
number, recessed adjuster nut with patent date, light rust on blade, will clean to fine overall.
29 _____ J.H. LAMB NEW BEDFORD 22-inch razee-style jointer plane also marked with the New York
from NATHUSIUS, KUGLER & MORRISON NEW YORK, sporting a nice MOULSON
BROTHERS tapered iron, very good overall.
30 _____ Pair of transitional bench planes: Stanley #29 prelateral 20-inch fore or jointer plane with faint eagle logo
on toe very good tote and knob, nice RULE & LEVEL CO blade, very good overall; and a UNION
TOOL CO. No. 28 that has a broken lateral lever, but is otherwise complete and very good.
31 _____ Unusual 21-inch wooden jointer plane with offset closed handle or tote, tote marked FRONT STREET
and BOSTON (using the long s) in what appears to be an early font, unmarked single iron, very good
overall.
32 _____ Two transitional jack planes incl. prelateral: Sargent 15-inch that is missing the front knob, but is
otherwise very good; and a Stanley No. 27 prelateral that is complete and very good.
33 _____ Gage Tool Co. No. 4 1/2 transitional wide-body smooth plane, has former owner A. REED name in right
side, very good overall.
34 _____ Stanley #26 prelateral with nice eagle logo on tote along with model number, fine tote and beaded knob,
very good Rule & Level Co. blade, fine overall.
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35 _____ Winchester No. 3004 iron smooth plane, complete and fine, the tote appears to have been glued at the
base on one side, but on the other side is no evidence of a crack, so maybe it is just a small scratch, fine
overall.
36 _____ Pair of transitional smooth planes: #23 has good Q-logo blade with faint mark, a few cracks at toe, will
easily clean to very good; and a Diamond Edge 8-inch transitional smoother, complete and very good.
37 _____ Pair of iron smooth planes: Stanley #4C with one patent date in bed, will clean to very good usable
condition; and a GOODALL with screw operated blade adjuster, complete and very good.
38 _____ Scarce BRIDGE TOOL CO. (St. Louis) 4 1/2 wide body smooth plane complete and fine.
39 _____ Stanley GAGE G5 iron jack plane, rosewood tote still has most of the Stanley decal on left side, good
tall knob, complete and very good overall.
40 _____ OHIO TOOL CO. No. 05C iron jack plane complete and very good.
41 _____ Two hand saws: On top a 26-inch SIMMONS HDWE CO. (St. Louis) SPECIAL $ BRAND saw with
8ppi blade, top handle spur chipped, nice etch, very good overall; and an unknown make sharpened on
both top and bottom big chuck of handle missing, a good cleaning may reveal a maker’s name.
42 _____ Unknown make long handled adz with 4-inch cutting edge, some light rust, will clean to very good.
43 _____ Three assorted 26-inch hand saws: GREAT NECK with plastic handle, light rust, very good overall;
DISSTON-HKP with black plastic handle, very good; and a SIMONDS WORKS 7ppi blade with good
wooden handle and intact medallion, good etch, very good overall.
44 _____ BLUEGRASS T3-BG1T propane torch in original box, one corner of box top partially torn and needing
to be taped, otherwise complete and very good.
45 _____ Scarce Birmingham 15-inch transitional jack plane, has one of the four arms broken off of the
faucet-type adjuster, tote spur has been re-shaped, very good original blade and lever cap, nice
knob, very good overall.
46 _____ Three books: SHOP THEORY HENRY FORD TRADE SCHOOL, hard bound worn covers, good
overall; HOW TO SELL HARDWARE hardbound by ROY F. SOULE, very good; and paper covered
THE OFFICIAL PRICE GUIDE TO COLLECTOR KNIVES 1981 EDITION, good overall.
47 _____ Two Yankee screwdrivers and 9-inch smooth plane: No. 579 ratcheting reversible screwdriver, no
blades, fine overall; and a Millers Falls No. 29 with one flat blade, fine overall; and a Millers Falls No.
900 smooth plane, complete and fine.
48 _____ Pair of transitional planes: Stanley BAILEY No. 37 “JENNY” wide-body jack plane, tote broken and
glued at base, toe and sole have numerous cracks, has chip breaker and lever cap but no blade, can be
restored to usable condition; and HS&B CO. No. 23 REVONOC 9-inch smoother that is complete and
fine.
49 _____ Pair of wooden planes: REED UTICA wedge-arm plow with brass tipped arms, one comes with one
blade and one wedge is MIA, will make good user; plus a HALL CASE & CO. screw-arm sash plane,
with one improper wedge, otherwise complete and very good.
50 _____ C.F. RICHARDSON ATHOL MASS builders Level with leg set, complete and very good.
51 _____ Lot of three hand saws including on top a DISSTON 10-pt. R-1 20-inch panel saw with fine etch and
very good handle; and a 20-inch Disston No. 240 with fine etch.
52 _____ 48-inch 1- or 2-man crosscut saw, has improper handle on one end and is missing the auxiliary handle,
the blade itself is very good.
53 _____ Lot of three hand saws: including on top a nice Disston D-7 with laminated handle and 26-inch 8ppi
blade.
54 _____ Good 1- or 2-man crosscut saw, comes with auxiliary handle that can be positioned at either end, blade
has a few patches of light pitting, good overall.
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55 _____ Lot of three hand saws including on top a late model 26-inch Disston D-23 with 12ppi crosscut blade,
faint etch, very good overall.
56 _____ Pair of planes: an OAK LEAF (Stanley) 14-inch iron jack plane with a STANLEY lever cap, good Oak
Leaf blade, very good tote and knob, very good overall; plus an unknown make 8-inch iron smooth plane
that will make a nice scrub plane.
57 _____ Lot of 10 W. GERMANY Forstner bits from 2 1/2-inch down to 1/2-inch all are fine; plus a 17/16 bit
with 3/16 pilot, very good.
58 _____ Three iron jack planes: Stanley? frankenplane with good hardwood tote and knob, Stanley lever cap and
Q-logo blade, later lever is stamped or pressed steel; will make a decent user; Stanley BAILEY with two
patent dates behind frog, hardwood tote and knob, has a pressed steel lateral lever, brazed on left side at
throat; and a DIAMOND EDGE DE5 that has the hard rubber tote spur has been reshaped) and wooden
knob, good original blade, good overall.
59 _____ Pair of modern levels: Stanley FatMax 43-500 24-inch double plumb and level, complete and very good,
and an EMPIRE 48-inch PROFESSIONAL BOX LEVEL, all three vials intact, very good overall.
60 _____ Lot of six assorted hand saws, all have light rust, most will easily clean to usable condition.
61 _____ Unknown make folding tailor or dress maker’s square, complete an d very good.
62 _____ Pair of wooden marking gages: Stanley #61 complete and very good; and another Stanley with brass
wear plate, brass rub block and patent date on beam, fine overall.
63 _____ Unusual C.S. Osborne 24-inch wooden rule, needs cleaning, good overall.
64 _____ Pair of early Stanley #2 brass trammel points on a wooden beam, will clean to very good.
65 _____ Three sliding bevels including smaller one SOHACO (Southington Hardware Co.) Southington Conn.
with rosewood handle, 6-inch blade very good; the largest one has a 10-inch blade with light rust and
pitting, and a rosewood handle with wing nut; the other has an 8-inch blade with light pitting and
distinctive brass screw.
66 _____ Pair of tape measures: LUFKIN WHITE CLADE 100-foot HW226 steel tape, complete and very good;
and an unknown make cloth tape in brass case, fist four inches marked 10, second four inches marked 20
and so on, worn tape.
67 _____ Three unusual butt gages including an early Stanley #95 1/2 with nice nickel plating; a STEARNS No.
85, complete and very good; and a GOODELL-PRATT, very good.
68 _____ Two Stanley layout tools: No. 18 sliding bevel with 8-inch blade, very good; and a #91 double beam
marking gage, very good.
69 _____ Three marking gages: Stanley #71 double beam gage that is missing both brass rub blocks otherwise it is
very good; Stanley #61 with SW logo, very good; and a homemade wedge-locking marking or panel
gage, very good.
70 _____ Vintage Wards Master Mitre Miter Box No. 484-370 (Stanley No. 2358)
71 _____ Leg vise with moderate to heavy rust, some pitting, the number 10 cast into underside of mounting
bracket, has an old bolt in the mounting bracket that will need to be cut out, will clean to good or better
usable condition.
72 _____ CRUSADER LOUISVILLE KENTUCKY point-of-sale steel drill bit display stand for twist drills, very
nice original paint, very good overall.
73 _____ Three 22-inch panel saws: one top one that never had a medallion just three mounting screws; no visible
etch, small piece broken off far end of the 9ppi blade, will make good user; Disston with Keystone
medallion, light pitting on 10ppi blade, scuffed but intact handle, good overall; and on bottom a 10ppi
model with very nice handle, no etch visible, very good overall.
74 _____ Lot of five assorted hand saws: From bottom to top are 28-inch Disston 4 1/2ppi rip saw with faint
keystone logo etch nice thumbhole handle, very good overall; 26-inch Disston K-3 PACE MAKER with
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75 _____
76 _____

77 _____
78 _____

79 _____

80 _____

81 _____

82 _____

83 _____

84 _____

faint etch, very good 8ppi blade and nice handle, very good overall; Disston 28-inch 5 1/2ppi rip with
thumbhole handle, rust and a few patches of pitting in middle of blade, end of blade a little buggered up,
will make good user; Unknown 26-inch 8ppi that needs serious cleaning WARRANTED SUPERIOR
medallion, faint etch visible; and Disston 26-inch 7ppi crosscut, top spur sheared off handle, will make
very good user.
Three 10-inch ratchet braces: HMC TOOLS; unknown make with light rust; and very good Stanley No.
923.
Five assorted expansion or adjustable auger bits for braces: Great Neck 7/8 to 3-inch complete in original
plastic pouch; IRWIN MICRO DIAL No. 21 in original pouch, very good; Stanley #128, very good;
IRWIN 22A MICRO DIAL, very good; and a lager IRWIN #22A MICRO DIAL, very good.
Nice wooden miter box made from laminated stock, has remnants of paper label on back, plus a fine
STANLEY 4-inch by 18-inch back saw that can be used in this miter box.
Prelateral 20-inch Stanley No. 28? with nice eagle logo on toe, solid brass adjust nut with AUG 31, 1858
& AUG 6, 1867 patent dates; small RULE & LEVEL-logo on good blade, and fine L. BAILEY’S
PATENT DEC. 24, 1867 cap iron, stock is very good as is the beaded knob, tote is a much later
replacement, very good overall.
Late 18th early 19th century grooving plow, has distinctive shape to tote, round topped wedge may be an
early replacement, iron skate is riveted to the stock with iron rivets that go all the way thru the stock,
needs blade, good overall.
DURALL No. 116 wooden miter box made by CARBORUNDUM, very good; plus a 14-inch
PENNSYLVANIA SAW CORP No. 78 TEMPERED SPRING STEEL back saw with nice etch, very
good overall.
Three iron bench planes: DUNLAP 5CBB 14-inch with Stanley lever cap, good hardwood tote and tall
knob, will make good user; Stanley TWO-TONE 9-inch smoother with yellow frog and blue bed, nice
original blade, fine tote and knob, very good overall; and a DUNLAP 3DBB smoother, complete and
fine.
Lot: Fine GEM folding type miter box; and an unknown make oscillating valve lapping tool that needs a
little flat piece of steel or brass to engage the slot in the face of the valve, crank arm is pitted but
mechanically it is sound.
Three transitional jack planes: Stanley No. 27, has BAILEY name cast into frame, STANLEY blade has
very light pitting, tote spur broken off, very good overall; FULTON with good tote and knob, light
pitting on blade, good overall; and another Stanley No. 27 with light pitting on blade and chip breaker,
T-logo blade, good tote and knob, good overall.
Lot: Early Keen Kutter price guide by Jerry & Elaine Heuring; two wooden furniture clamps with steel
screws; one marked ROCKLER that is like new and one marked HARGRAVE CINCINNATI TOOL
CO, very good; and a CORSAIR saw with adjustable plastic handle and having multiple blades.

85 _____ One or 2-man crosscut saw, needs an auxiliary handle, very good overall.
86 _____ DUNLAP No. 3701 iron block plane in original box, plane is like new, box has some wear and staining.
87 _____ Stanley #203 adjustable iron block plane, complete and very good overall.
88 _____ Pair of Sargent iron bench planes: #414 with tote spur broken off, otherwise complete and very good;
and a SARGENT VBM #414C iron jack plane, beaded knob chipped at base, tote looks like a
replacement, very good overall.
89 _____ Four mini block planes: H101P Handyman very good; Stanley 12-101 made of pressed steel, very good
to fine overall; CRAFTSMAN (Sargent), very good; and an X-acto razor plane, very good.
90 _____ Keen Kutter KK6 iron fore plane, complete and very good.
91 _____ Early Stanley #110 iron block plane with 6-point star in cap, faint patent date logo on blade, very good
overall.
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92 _____ Scarce OHIO TOOL CO. with OHIO spelled out on toe, patent date 8-20-07 applies to the frog
adjuster, this one is set up for it, but the screw is missing, tote spur is broken off, good knob, very
good overall.
93 _____ Five assorted iron block planes: Stanley #110 with nickeled cap, very good; Stanley #220 with adjuster,
very good; Sargent-made 7-inch with Winchester No. 3084 blade and having a Stanley lever cap, very
good overall; 6-inch Stanley with Excelsior-style body, small chip from front right corner, otherwise
very good; and a unknown make #110, good overall.
94 _____ Pair of 18-inch iron fore planes: OHIO TOOL 06C with good tote and knob, good THISTLE BRAND
blade, will clean to very good; and a Sargent #418 with nice beaded knob, good tote, very good overall.
95 _____ Pair of Stanley 7-inch adjustable block planes, one has throat cam for adjusting throat, the other is MIA,
both early-style lever caps are very good.
96 _____ Sargent No. 422 cast iron jointer plane, complete and fine.
97 _____ Three assorted block planes incl. early Sargent No. 106 with gull-wing adjuster screw, circular logo on
blade, blade broken at cutting edge, good overall; a 6-inch pressed steel plane unmarked; and a 5-inch
with squirrel-tail handle, very good.
98 _____ Scarce Keen Kutter corner brace that is missing the jaws.
99 _____ Four assorted iron block planes incl. Stanley #9 1/2 complete and very good; Bluegrass (Sargent) 7-inch,
complete and fine; Stanley #220 with maroon bed and nickeled cap, has rust but will clean to very good;
and a FULTON
100 _____ Pair of unusual braces with split chuck shell, some light pitting, good working condition; and a Spofford
Patent No. 114 by the John S. Fray Co. has the 1880 patent date on one side, pewter rings secure the two
pieces of tropical hardwood that make up the wrist handle, fine overall.
101 _____ Three iron block planes incl. Stanley 7-inch Excelsior-style body, throat has been modified and there’s a
tiny chip from left rear corner; BRIDGE CITY TOOL CO. low angle with early-style lever cap, very
good overall.
102 _____ PS&W CO. No. 59 1/2 O.D. (Ordinance Department) U.S.A. short throw, very good overall.
103 _____ Pair of Millers Falls breast drills: a 2-speed with level on top of frame (vial is dry), missing the auxiliary
handle, will clean to very good; and a fine #13 that is complete with intact level and has and adjustable
crank handle, very nice plating and tropical handles.
104 _____ H.S.B. & CO. No. 1008 ratchet brace with tropical handles, complete and fine.
105 _____ Nice Goodell Pratt chain drill, very good overall; plus a small pistol grip hand drill made in Japan.
106 _____ Unusual patented? bit brace with wing nut that secures the bit, tiny ball wrist handle, very good overall.
107 _____ Three hatchets: the one on the bottom is marked PLUMB and is shaped a bit like a tomahawk, it is very
good; the one above it is marked HAMOND PHILAD CAST STEEL; and the top one is unmarked.
108 _____ Unusual bit brace that has a wing nut on the side to secure the bit, first we have seen of this model.
109 _____ Three hatchets: Keen Kutter lathing hatchet; Great Neck camp hatchet; and an OAK LEAF lathing
hatchet that will clean to very good.
110 _____ Three ball braces: the one on top accepts flat-tang bits, the bottom two are missing the thumb screw that
would secure the square tapered bits.
111 _____ Two Keen Kutter hatchets: TOMMY AXE with nail claw, nice original handle, very good; and a small
general purpose with nail notch, nice block and wedge embossing.
112 _____ Pair of braces: The large one on top has a thumbscrew to secure the bit, it has a big wooden handle, on
top of the handle is a brass disc that has ONE CENT on it and is secured by three screws; the bottom; the
smaller brace has a spring chuck with lever on side but the spring is broken.
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113 _____ Four hatchets: V&B lathing hatchet, short handled Keen Kutter roofing? hatchet, could stand to have a
new handle; SIMMONS broad hatchet; and an unusual little Keen Kutter with two nail notches.
114 _____ Pair of farrier’s hammers, no maker’s marks that we can make out, one has electrical tape around handle,
both very good.
115 _____ Unusual strapped fireman or crash hatchet with wooden handle, very good overall; plus a second head
that appears to be for stone working or blacksmithing.
116 _____ Five assorted claw hammers.
117 _____ Five mallets one rawhide and four are wooden.
118 _____ Five assorted claw hammers.
119 _____ Lot of four mallets; two rubber and two wooden.
120 _____ Three claw hammers including a CHENEY nail holder.
121 _____ Three iron rabbet planes: Stanley #78 that has STANLEY cast into the head of the cap screw, nice
FULTON blade, no fence or depth stop, very good overall; Late Stanley #78 rabbet & fillister plane body
only; and a WARDS MASTER (Stanley) that has light rust to most of the exposed surfaces, no fence or
depth stop.
122 _____ Four wooden shaves one with radiused bottom like a chairmaker’s travisher.
123 _____ Pair of iron spokeshaves: DUNLOP with open loop handles, very good; and a STANLEY #64 that is
missing the blade and has a replacement cap screw.
124 _____ Three iron rabbet planes: AMT No. 45-8214, intact depth stop, missing fence, very good overall;
CRAFTSMAN (Sargent) that is missing fence and depth stop, will clean to good usable condition; and a
CRAFTSMAN
125 _____ Three iron spokeshaves incl. Stanley #51; a Stanley with rounded bottom; and a near new Chinese or
Japanese model with flat bottom.
126 _____ SBS SIEGLEY double ended block plane (Similar to Stanley #130), complete and very good.
127 _____ Stanley #12 cabinet scraper, nice handle, this one needs a serious cleaning, the exposed surfaces are rusty
and dirty, blade appears to be in decent shape.
128 _____ Two Millers Falls 2-jaw chucks for braces or breast drills, both in original boxes on with label.
129 _____ Union 6-inch iron block plane (similar to Stanley 9 1/2) with unusual lever for adjusting the throat,
complete and fine.
130 _____ Two Stanley iron spokeshaves: one with flat bottom, very good; and a #54? with spring-loaded frame to
adjust the throat, Rule & Level Co. blade, very good overall.
131 _____ Stanley #78 MADE IN ENG with intact fence, depth stop MIA, fine overall.
132 _____ Stanley #63 & #64 iron spokeshaves; the #64 has a little rust, it will clean to very good; and the #63 is
very good.
133 _____ Stanley #193 fibre board beveling plane with most if not all attachments and a plastic box of blades, nice
rosewood tote and tall knob, fine overall.
134 _____ Keen Kutter KK110 and KK120 iron block planes, the top of the 110’s blade has been hammered on and
ground down, the KK logo is still visible, very good overall.
135 _____ Keen Kutter 10-inch RIDGED-type HEAVY DUTY pipe wrench on back is marked SHAPLEIGH
HARDWARE CO. ST. LOUIS, MO and on other side 10” KEEN KUTTER HEAVY DUTY, fine
overall.
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136 _____ Keen Kutter (Stanley) K110 iron block plane, complete and very good.
137 _____ Keen Kutter 10-inch Stillson-type all steel wrench with KEEN KUTTER and the block and wedge logo
cast into handle on one side and a smaller E.C. SIMMONS KEEN KUTTER block and wedge logo on
the other side, very good overall.
138 _____ Three Stanley-made KEEN KUTTER block planes: K110, K120 and K220, all complete and very good.
139 _____ Keen Kutter 10-inch Stillson-type all steel wrench, unlike the one in lot 137, this one does not have the
KEEN KUTTER name cast into the handle, it does have the E.C. SIMMONS KEEN KUTTER block
and wedge logo stamped into one side, it also does not have the factory hang hole that the other one has,
this one is complete and fine.
140 _____ Lot of seven assorted open ended wrenches including two S-handled models.
141 _____ Lot: two pocket wrenches: MOSSBERG A-I that is complete and very good; a HERCULES 4.5-inch that
is complete and very good; and a CANT SUK calf weaner.
142 _____ Two Coes Monkey wrenches: a 10-inch that is complete and very good; and a 6.5-inch that has been
used as a hammer and is mushroomed out on the hammer side.
143 _____ Lot: spoon used in making sand cores in foundries; a 8-inch MASTER RENCH by LYNCHMEAD
MFG. CO. TURLOCK CAL. fine; railroad spoke; wooden handled screwdriver; three pulleys; and a 7/8inch pump wrench, very good.
144 _____ Nice BONNY screw adjusting basin wrench, very good overall.
145 _____ Lot: IHC U51 implement wrench, very good; 9-inch MOORE DROP FORGING Auto wrench, very
good; and a small wooden handled claw hammer, very good overall.
146 _____ Pair of 12-inch Crescent-type wrenches: on the top is a W73 AMPCO ALBR non-sparking model that is
complete and fine; and on bottom is a DIAMALLOY by the Diamond Calk and Horseshoe Company in
Duluth Minn. It too is complete and fine.
147 _____ SLIGO Steel Industrial Supplies St. Louis, Missouri Catalog No. 89 with soiled covers, the cloth is
separating at the spine, inside is very good.
148 _____ FORDSON tractor tool box with hinged lid, has a little light rust, fine overall.
149 _____ Lot of six assorted wrenches: 6.5-inch 369 pitman wrench, very good overall; 7.25-inch multi opened
ended, rusty; No. 509 8-inch with open end and square box at other end; 1059B IHC, rusty; and two flat
steel, very good overall.
150 _____ Lot: padlock with a brass gate marked M.W. & Co. some light rust, no key; and a CAMILLUS hookbilled knife with plastic handle, very good.
151 _____ Two Stanley transitional bench planes: #36 wide body smooth plane, as found condition missing most
japanning from iron frame, good knob and tote, will clean to very good overall; No. 122 “Liberty Bell”
smoother, found with the #36 also needing a cleaning, very good overall.
152 _____ Lot of five assorted wrenches: Peerless/Geiser 6774, 10-inch malleable, not listed in Rathbone, very
good; BARCALO-BUFFALO, PAT. No. 1,870,612, very good overall; two FORD wrenches including a
lung wrench; and a large open ended CHAMPION.
153 _____ SEYMOUR SMITH & SONS double spokeshave with flat and convex bottoms, very good overall; and a
SNELL & ATHERTON leather shave for the shoe trade, has some light rust, will clean to very good.
154 _____ Lot: Stanley #122 “Liberty Bell” smooth plane, needs complete cleanup; pair of outside calipers; and a
bracket that hangs on the wall and can hold a shovel, broom or something similar; and a bull lead.
155 _____ Pair of wrenches: 8-inch BEMIS & CALL with hex adjuster nut, rusty and needing a cleaning; and a
CATAPILLAR? with 2 3/4-inch opening FOR WATER PUMP NUTS only.
156 _____ Pair of drawknives: D.R. Barton 8-inch coopers or carriage makers that is complete and very good; and a
CHIPAWAY 9-inch that is complete and fine.
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157 _____ AMPCO W-70 6-inch ALBR non-sparking Crescent-type wrench, fine overall.
158 _____ Set of four K-D MFG ratchet wrenches: 9/16; 1/2; 7/16; 3/8; all very good.
159 _____ Three assorted hammers: farriers; cobblers and a PLUMB 16-ounce claw hammer with taped wooden
handle, very good.
160 _____ Padlock with JUNE 25, ’78 patent date, has key marked C&R RR that spins and sounds like it is
engaging something but the shackle does not open, very good; plus two small screwdrivers one marked
GERMANY.
161 _____ Two hammers: farriers, good overall; and a KEEN KUTTER DYNAMIC claw hammer with taped
handle, very good overall.
162 _____ Unusual outside caliper with scale that can be read in inches and centimeters, appears to be medical.
163 _____ Nice barn grapple A.J. NELLIS & CO. PITTSBURGH PA PATENTED MARCH 1, 1870, very good
overall.
164 _____ Large (largest we’ve seen) CINCINNATI TOOL CO. C-clamp No. 540-10, some light rust, very good
overall.
165 _____ Lot: BERYLCO H61 non-sparking hammer, very good overall; and a RIDGID E14 adjustable pipe
wrench, PAT 1727623, very good.
166 _____ Three assorted lever-type saw sets, two need cleaning and the largest has been cleaned and painted black.
167 _____ KEUFFEL & ESSER Patent (MARCH 13, 1900) CHAMPION 100 FT Surveyor’s tape and reel, has
nice wooden handle, fine overall.
168 _____ Nice knurled brass 4-inch plumb bob, very good overall.
169 _____ Unusual spare tire lock from a 1920s vintage automobile, has some rust and needs cleaning.
170 _____ Unusual blacksmith-made shock cutter, mounts to a barn beam or fence post, some rust, very good
overall.
171 _____ Herbrand No. 190 cylinder tooth wrench and pry bar, very good overall.
172 _____ Nice No. 8 tire pump with brass body and having an iron or steel base and wooden pump handle, very
good overall.
173 _____ Shingle froe that has a cracked wooden handle, some pitting on blade, still in usable condition.
174 _____ Nice medium-sized ice tongs with leather handle, very good overall.
175 _____ Unknown make 9-inch hub cap wrench, very good overall.
176 _____ Steel surface plate measures 16 x 10.5-inches, very good overall.
177 _____ Nice tack hammer with lifter at end of handle; and an 11-inch adjustable AUTO wrench, very good
overall.
178 _____ Lot: blacksmith-made broom hammer with taped handle, very good overall; pair of dividers, very good;
and a three pronged blacksmith-made gig, very good.
179 _____ THE “TEDDY” Screwdriver Marshalltown IA PAT., very good; 8-inch screw-adjusting pipe wrench;
mystery tool that may be auto valve related MADE IN USA, very; PREST-O-LITE wrench, very good;
SIMMONS plier with side cutter, very good; and a 6-inch needle-nosed plier.
180 _____ Lot of four wrenches: 11-inch AUTO wrench marked MACK, very good; 9-inch AUTO marked FORD
in scrip lettering; RIDGID 8-inch pipe wrench; and an 8-inch MASTERENCH by Heller, very good
overall.
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181 _____ Three wrenches: 7-inch AUTO wrench marked STEVENS & CO, very good; 6-inch NO. 75 BEMIS &
CALL CO. with some light pitting; and a Wm HJORTH & CO. 6-inch Crescent-type, very good.
182 _____ Lot: 6.5-inch COES monkey wrench, very good; HILLS HOHerbG RINGER DECKER’S IMPROVED
PAT., very good; and a Perfect Handle-type screwdriver marked GERMANY, very good.
183 _____ Four assorted IHC wrenches: G3166, very good; 1326-E very good; G3171, very good; and HE911, very
good.
184 _____ Lot of five wrenches: two unmarked lug wrenches; FORD pliers, very good; FORD 01A-17017B 44
offset with some pitting; and a FORD 5-Z-324, ratchet, very good overall.
185 _____ Six assorted wrenches: FORD double open end, very good; flat steel with hex box at one end and two
opening at other; flat steel FOR-A-FORD TERMINAL NUTS at one end and INSIDE GEARBOX on
other end, very good; 75B S-handled double open end, jaws modified, very good; 5.25-inch with two
openings at one end and one at the other; and a BLACK HAWK 4950 with dramatic S-shaped handle,
very good.
186 _____ Lot of five wrenches: nice TUNGSTEN SPARK PLUGS ALWAYS ON THE JOB with offset hex box
on one end and hex box on other, very good; 6-inch side cutters, good overall; spring loaded cutter PAT.
MAY 26, ’91, very good; 6.5-inch slip-joint plier with faint maker’s mark, very good; and a 6-inch
unmarked plier.
187 _____ Lot: two flat steel wrenches; one a MAYTAG marked 14987, very good; another flat steel with some
pitting; a watchmakers or clockmakers pair of dividers and outside calipers, very good; and three keys
one that looks hand forged.
188 _____ Lot: hoisting hook that swivels; two pulleys for window weights; two small steel pulleys; chain link; and
two latches?; and two fence hooks.
189 _____ Lot: two steel gimlets; small 4-inch end cutter NOV. 5, ’78 patent date, very good; unmarked 5.5-inch
pocket or bicycle adjustable nut wrench; small GLOBE MFG pocket wrench that has had the threaded
stem welded on and doesn’t close all the way; small brass padlock (no key), depth stop for rabbet &
fillister planes; and a small brass key.
190 _____ Three Krenov woodworking books: The Impractical Cabinetmaker; The Fine Art of Cabinetmaking; and
A Cabinetmaker’s Notebook. The first has some small tears in dust jacket, otherwise all are complete and
very good.
191 _____ Four woodworking books: Wooden Wagons by ENDesigns Inc.; The Art of Making Wooden Toys by
Peter Stevenson, very good; Tag Frid Teaches Woodworking Book 1 - Joinery, very good; and The Nuts
& Bolts of Woodworking by J.R. Beall, very good.
192 _____ Three volumes of World Timber books by B.J. Rendle: 1. Europe & Africa; 2. North America & South
America (Including Central America & The West Indies); and 3. Asia & Australia & New Zealand, all
very good.
193 _____ Pair of woodworking books: Making Screw Threads in Wood by Fred Holder, very good; Norwegian
Wood A Tradition of Building by Jerri Holan, very good.
194 _____ The International Book of Wood by Mitchell Beazley, some light soiling and two small tears in dust
jacket, book is fine.
195 _____ Two Workshop books: The Workshop Celebrating The Place Where Craftsmanship Begins by Scott
Gibson, complete and fine; and Setting Up a Shop by Sandor Nagyszalanczy, very good.
196 _____ The Art of Fine Tools by Sandor Nagyszalanczy, dust jacket has moderate shelf wear, book is fine.
197 _____ Three books: Woodcarving Tools, Materials & Equipment by Chris Pye, very good; Essential
Woodcarving Techniques by Dick Onians, very good; and Fine Furniture for the Amateur Cabinetmaker
by A.W. Marlow, very good.
198 _____ The Toolbox Book A Craftsman’s Guide to Tool Chests, Cabinets and Storage Systems by Jim Tolpin,
complete and fine.
199 _____ Pair of Roy Underhill woodworking books: The Woodwright’s Eclectic Workshop, very good; and The
Woodwright’s Companion, good overall.
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200 _____ Traditional cabinetmaker’s tool chest measures 37 x 16 x 17 with two sliding trays, contains an
assortment of sash makers and joiners tools including a sash template, two none-matching winding
sticks the smallest miter jack we have ever seen; small portable vise, small Hobbies-type
Archimedes drill, saw wrests, etc.
201 _____ Small portable carpenters day box with drop down lid that has storage for hand saws and eight small
compartments for screws etc. Needs a leather strap or iron handles on the ends by which to carry it, good
overall.
202 _____ Large cabinetmaker-type tool chest that has a broken lid that will need to be repaired, inside there are not
tills or trays, and there are not handles on the sides. With a little work and cleanup, you will have a
decent tool chest.
203 _____ Pair of wooden coopers planes, a post croze and a small howell; the croze is dirty but will clean to very
good; the howell is very good.
204 _____ Ohio Tool Co. 28-inch transitional jointer plane with freshly broken tote spur, good iron, very good
overall.
205 _____ Stanley #8 24-inch iron jointer plane with hardwood tote and knob, very good blade, needs light
cleaning, very good overall.
206 _____ Stanley “Liberty Bell” No. 129 transitional fore plane with nice eagle logo on toe in addition to the
model number, tote spur was broken off and reattached, very good overall.
207 _____ Stanley #7C, 22-inch cast iron jointer plane, rosewood tote has had spur broken off and reattached, with
light cleaning will be very good overall.
208 _____ Stanley “Liberty Bell” No. 129 transitional fore plane, good Q-logo blade, good knob, very good overall.
209 _____ Pair of iron bench planes: Stanley #6C with good T-logo blade, has hang hole in rear of bed, light surface
rust on lever cap, with light cleaning will make great user; and a REVONOC #5 1/2 wide body jack
plane, nice rosewood tote and short knob very good overall.
210 _____ Unusual Siegley SsS transitional wide-body jack plane, need a light cleaning, very good overall.
211 _____ Two iron bench planes: Sargent HERCULES #414 iron jack plane, complete and very good; Stanley #4
1/2 that has a piece of the left side broken out, toe spur broken off, entire plane coated with clear lacquer.
212 _____ Two Stanley transitional bench planes: #127 jack plane with eagle logo on toe along with model number,
good T-logo blade, tote spur reshaped, very good overall; and a #135 handled smoother with Q-logo
blade, good overall condition.
213 _____ Two iron bench planes: Stanley #4 smoother with BB-logo blade, very good tote and tall knob, will clean
to very good overall; and a Stanley #3 with STANLEY-logo blade, good low knob, tote broken and
needing to be glued, will make very good user.
214 _____ Pair of Keen Kutter 5-inch iron block planes K102 (Stanley) and KK103 (Ohio Tool Co) with lever that
engages a rack on the back of the blade, both are very good.
215 _____ Fulton 7-inch smooth plane (Same size as Stanley #2) good tall knob, partial FULTON decal on tote,
very good overall.
216 _____ Keen Kutter SG 7-inch alligator wrench, complete and fine.
217 _____ Pair of Keen Kutter try squares with nickel plated handles; one has an 8-inch blade that has some light
pitting, the KEEN KUTTER name is spelled out in the handle; the other has a 10-inch blade that is
chipped at the corner at the end, has the block and wedge logo cast into both sides of handle, very good
overall.
218 _____ Keen Kutter (Pexto) SOLID BAR 6.5-inch monkey wrench, complete and very good.
219 _____ Three wooden handled screwdrivers: WINCHESTER SPECIAL with 3 3/4-inch blade, very good
overall; Winchester 3 1/2-inch blade the end has been poorly ground and will need to be reworked; and a
nice Champion.
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220 _____ Pair of Stanley #95 butt gages, both complete and very good.
221 _____ Unusual ATSF RY (Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Rail Yard) medium sized ball peen hammer, very
good overall.
222 _____ Pair of hay knives one with dried out and weather worn wooden handles, the other has good handles,
both will make nice decorations in your old farmhouse, cabin or barn.
223 _____ BELL SYSTEM HELLER TACKER stapler, very good.
224 _____ Luther Grinder Co. DIMO-GRIT No. 51 sickle bar grinder, very good overall.
225 _____ BELL SYSTEM Yankee #2101A 10-inch ratchet brace, some light rust, will clean to very good.
226 _____ Unknown make bench, mounting grinder, stone has deep groove in center, tool rest is a bolt with jam nut
to secure it to bracket, works very well.
227 _____ Pair of BELL SYSTEM tools: Stanley Hurwood screwdriver with scuffed but intact wooden handle, very
good overall; and a riveting hammer, very good overall.
228 _____ Unusual 1917 Patent Buffum Tool Co. Buick Valve Remover puller with the BUFFUM Registered
Trademark good luck symbol that was later adopted by Hitler and became the swastika, this one has had
a broken leg that has been brazed back together.
229 _____ Pair of BELL SYSTEM items: lignum lead working tool and a froe-type blade used to cut thru cables
made by the Utica Tool Co, very good.
230 _____ Pair of bitstock die holders or die stocks; one by Wiley & Russell Mfg. Co. is holding a 7/16 x 20 GTD
die, very good overall; and the other is unmarked but it’s holding a WILEY & RUSSELL MFG 5/16 1/8
18 die, very good overall.
231 _____ Pair of BELL SYSTEM tools: nice Stanley claw hammer with fine handle; and a lineman’s wrench that
has one large jaw cracked on outside at bottom likely from someone trying to use the wrench as a
hammer.
232 _____ Pair of drawknives with rotating handles: in the foreground is a 10-inch by NOBLES MFG. CO. it is
complete and fine; the other is by WATROS MFG. and looks like it was sharpened by a drunk. It will
need to reground and sharpened.
233 _____ BELL SYSTEM lineman’s telephone with cloth loom wiring and alligator clips to connect, case is some
time of Bakelite or hard plastic, very good overall.
234 _____ Pair of double-beam wedge locking marking gages; the darker one is missing the wedge; the other is
complete and very good.
235 _____ Pair of BELL SYSTEM tools: small riveting hammer, very good overall; and a cat’s head hammer with
short handle, very good overall.
236 _____ Lot: Two adjustable hollow augers: one is missing the pivot bolt and the depth stop, and the flat tang
looks blacksmith made; the other is missing the blade and depth stop; and a large BONNY bitstock
dowel or spoke pointer, very good.
237 _____ Long handled BELL SYSTEM 3-pound sledge with a hole thru the head so it could be used to screw in
the steel pegs that go up the side of a telephone pole, handle does not currently pass all the way through
the head, it should be re-handled to secure it better.
238 _____ D.M. LYON NEWARK NJ beech marking gage, head cracked all the way around but is held by the
brass wear plate on the working face, good overall.
239 _____ Lot: adjustable hollow auger, missing depth stop, good overall; and a medium sized dowel or spoke
pointer, needs cleaning.
240 _____ Pair of grasshopper gages: on bottom is a marking gage with bruised wedge, good overall; and above is a
slitting gage that is complete and very good.
241 _____ Two dowel or spoke pointers incl. B.S.V. #2-X, very good; and medium sized Bonny that needs a
cleaning.
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242 _____ Ebony and brass marking gage, point is dull, nice boxwood screw, has big hang hole in end of beam,
very good overall.
243 _____ Lot of four bitstock die holders: ENDERES; Greenfield Tap & Die #1862; and a number 8, all three are
void of any dies; and a WILEY & RUSSELL MFG stock with a WILEY & RUSSELL MFG. 3/4 20 die
Pat. OCT 24-71 and AUG 5-84, very good.
244 _____ Pair of double-beam wedge locking marking gages; the one on top has a homemade replacement wedge;
the bottom one is missing the wedge.
245 _____ Medium sized dowel pointer that has E.C. STEARNS & CO SYRACUSE NY cast into the base, and a
bitstock wrench #7
246 _____ Pair of beech marking gages: unmarked with oval head and brass screw, very good overall; and a Stanley
with the JAN 12, 86 patent guide for marking radiused objects, the head of the thumb screw is broken in
half still works.
247 _____ Keen Kutter (Ohio Tool) #KK4 iron smooth plane, tote has been broken and nicely glued at center, good
knob, very good original blade, two small patches of light rust on sole, will easily clean to fine overall.
248 _____ Stanley #220 iron block plane in original pasteboard box, a fine plane in a slightly worn and soiled box,
even has some of the original wrapping paper inside.
249 _____ Keen Kutter (Ohio Tool) #KK4C iron smooth plane, tote spur has been broken off and reshaped; good
japanning, very good original knob and blade, fine overall.
250 _____ Pair of block planes: OHIO TOOL #060 Mark’s Patent low-angle block plane with globe logo blade,
most japanning is gone, very good overall; and a Sargent #5206 unbreakable pressed-steel block plane,
has some pitting on sole, very good overall.
251 _____ Stanley #98 right handed side rabbet plane, has light rust and some pitting on blade and the clamp that
secures the blade, 50 percent or less nickel remains on back, very good knob, can be restored to usable
condition.
252 _____ Five assorted iron block planes: FULTON 110-type with a few small white paint splatters, will clean to
very good; Stanley #220 complete and very good; Stanley #110 complete and very good; WARD
MASTER (Stanley 9 1/2) adjustable block plane, rust to the exposed surfaces, will clean to good or
better; and a SHELTON, complete and very good.
253 _____ Early Stanley #101 mini iron block plane with “football” shaped logo on blade, faint 101 cast into rear of
bed, very good overall.
254 _____ Craftsman (Millers Falls?) mini iron block plane with red lever cap and gray bed, very good overall.
255 _____ Mini iron block plane with squirrel-tail handle, unmarked blade, good overall.
256 _____ Large M BABCOCK axe head, some light rust at cutting edge, very good overall.
257 _____ Pair of spiral screwdrivers: A.H. REID Patent; and H. MUELLER Patent.
258 _____ Unusual hand sledge with a slash blade on the back side, very good.
259 _____ Three hammers: two meat tenderizer and one tack hammer.
260 _____ Siegley No. 8C, 24-inch iron jointer plane, lever cap has been painted silver, nice original blade, very
good overall.
261 _____ Union No. 32, 28-inch transitional jointer plane, complete and fine.
262 _____ Nice 24-inch SIEGLEY #8 iron jointer plane, nice tote and low knob, fine SsS SIEGLEY blade, fine
overall.
263 _____ Pair of wooden jointer planes: New York Tool Company 22-inch with a sliver from left side of spur,
very good overall; and a Sargent #21 razee style 22-inch jointer, complete and very good.
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264 _____ Pair of 22-inch iron jointer planes: Sargent #422, nice tote and tall knob, fine original iron, very good
overall; and a Stanley #7C with spur broken off of tote, good low knob, light rust, will clean to very good
usable condition.
265 _____ Stanley #129 “Liberty Bell” transitional 20-inch fore plane, complete and very good.
266 _____ Union #7C iron jointer plane with UNION lever cap, Bailey-type adjuster, tote broken in center and
missing spur, good low knob, very good original blade, has light rust on sides and a big patch of light to
moderate rust on sole, will clean to very good overall. Entire plane is coated with lacquer; and a Union
#8
267 _____ Union #7 iron jointer plane that has the UNION name and model number cast into rear of bed, nice early
style tote and beaded knob, japanning appears to have been touched up, very good overall.
268 _____ Union #7 iron jointer plane “poor man’s vertical post” nice tote and beaded knob, has light rust on sides
and sole, will clean to very good overall.
269 _____ Stanley #128 prelateral transitional jack or fore plane, nice eagle logo on toe, very good overall.
270 _____ Unusual Siegley #6C iron fore plane, very good tote and knob, good SIEGLEY blade, has patent date
cast into cap screw, entire plane coated with lacquer, needs light cleaning, very good overall.
271 _____ Three bench planes including two transitionals: Stanley BAILEY No. 26 transitional jack plane, fine Vlogo blade, very good overall; TABER PLANE CO. NEW BEDFORD, MASS gutter plane, has patent
date below MAR 28-65 below the name on the toe, was originally a jack plane; and a SARGENT 3415
transitional jack plane, tote broken in center, good original blade, will clean to very good overall.
272 _____ Winchester No. 3030C corrugated iron fore plane, tote broken at base, good tall knob, will easily clean to
very good overall.
273 _____ Three transitional bench planes: Liberty Bell No. 127 that is missing the piece that allows the adjuster to
move the blade, nice nickel plated cap screw, good for parts or restoration; prelateral Stanley #26 with
eagle logo on toe, recessed nut, Q-logo blade, very good low knob, tote loose, numerous scratches, nicks
and dings, good overall; and a Stanley #29 fore plane
274 _____ Pair of iron bench planes including Winchester smoother: Sargent #414C iron jack plane, nice tote and
tall knob, very good SARGENT blade, very good overall; and a Winchester No. 3005C iron smooth
plane, tote spur broken off and glued back on, good beaded knob, nice original Winchester blade, very
good overall.
275 _____ Nice cooper’s plucker that is radiused from front to back, has nice John Bull iron, handles are dovetailed
into body and both are cracked near the screw that secures them to the body, very good overall.
276 _____ Pair of iron jointer planes: Stanley #7 with spur missing from rosewood tote, nice low knob, good SWlogo blade, very good overall; and a Diamond Edge DE7C with hang hole in toe of plane, very good
overall.
277 _____ Nice S.L. ANDERSON FRAZERBURGH coopers plucker radiused from front to back, arms dovetailed
to sides of body, very good overall.
278 _____ Cheney nail-holding claw hammer, very good.
279 _____ Keen Kutter K96 9-inch AUTO wrench with tire tool in end of handle, has been hammered on the top
and is mushroomed, as Herb and, for a fee, he will heat the mushrooming and hammer the metal back
into place.
280 _____ Four assorted metalworking hammers one a STANLEY riveting hammer.
281 _____ Keen Kutter 6-inch Coes-type monkey wrench, PAT JAN.14.86, very good overall.
282 _____ Three assorted brick hammers one marked Stanley.
283 _____ Keen Kutter 8-inch all-steel pipe wrench, very good overall.
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284 _____ Three claw hammers: largest is a BLUE GRASS; above that is a D MAYDOLE and above that is
unmarked.
285 _____ Keen Kutter 8-inch Stillson-type pipe wrench, has crack in handle, very good overall.
286 _____ Three modern claw hammers: FORGECRAFT STREAMLINER with nail holder on top, very good and
two Lamar Hammers each with rubber handles and each having a plastic cap on top of the head; one the
cap is disintegrating due likely to exposure to sunlight. Comes with owner’s manual and business card
with the Baltimore Md address of the maker.
287 _____ Scarce KEEN KUTTER BLUE BRAND breast drill, complete and very good.
288 _____ Four assorted metalworking hammers: body hammer; tinner or riveter; etc.
289 _____ Blacksmiths brace, very good overall, first we’ve seen a long time.
290 _____ Four assorted claw hammers incl. ones by Stanley, Pexto and D. MAYDOLE.
291 _____ Unknown patent brace that secures the bit by tightening turning the shell, some light rust, will clean to
very good.
292 _____ A.T. NELSON WILTON IOWA patented tin working hammer. DATAMP says “The special feature of
the hammer is the beveled flange designed to facilitate work on tinned roofing panels,” complete and
fine.
293 _____ Scarce cage-head short-throw brace, on of the four posts holding the top handle is broken still an
interesting brace.
294 _____ Pair of 2-speed breast drills: DUNLAP & CRAFTSMAN, the Dunlap is complete with auxiliary handle,
nice 3-jaw chuck, very good overall; Craftsman (Millers Falls) with cast iron frame, level, missing
auxiliary handle, very good overall.
295 _____ Spofford patent brace with improper screw, has pewter rings around wrist handle, holding a GoodellPratt chain drill that is missing the chain.
296 _____ Pair of breast drills incl. Stanley No. 733 2-speed with cast iron frame, 2-jaw chuck, very good overall;
and a Goodell-Pratt with fast and slow switch, cast iron frame, 3-jaw chuck, missing auxiliary handle,
will clean to very good.
297 _____ Unknown make corner brace with exposed U-joint, chuck needs spreader spring, good overall.
298 _____ Pair of wooden bench planes: 22-inch unmarked jointer with bruised cheeks and cracked at throat, has
owner added peg for front knob; and a nice 17-inch wooden jack or trying plane with faint makers mark
on toe and having a nice HERNSHAW blade, fine overall.
299 _____ Stanley? corner brace with covers over U-joint, frame and chuck are covered in light to moderate rust,
will clean to very good overall.
300 _____ Stanley #27 prelateral jack plane with nice eagle logo on toe, very good RULE & LEVEL CO. blade,
nice tote and knob, patent date in recessed knob, very good to fine overall.
301 _____ Craftsman #3743 iron jack plane, like new in well-worn original box.
302 _____ Five assorted wooden spokeshaves.
303 _____ Lot of four handsaws: 26-inch Stanley with STANLEY name in wooden handle, good 5 1/2ppi blade;
26-inch Disston? with about 11ppi blade, small crack in handle at keystone medallion; Keen Kutter 26inch 7ppi with good medallion, blade needs light cleaning, very good overall, and a CRAFTSMAN 24inch with small crosscut teeth, perhaps for sawing limbs.
304 _____ Lot of five assorted hand saws: KEEN KUTTER #K88 26-inch 9ppi, top handle spur chipped, very good
overall; Disston D23 26-inch 8ppi blade, etch faint, scuffed but intact handle, very good overall; Disston
D-23 with nice etch, 26-inch 10ppi blade, fine bottom of handle has been broken and has a screw coming
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up from the bottom; unknown make 20-inch with light rust on blade, will clean to very good; and a 25
1/2-inch 8ppi crosscut saw with eagle medallion having a red background, blade needs light cleaning.
305 _____ Pair of wooden cooper’s planes: a croze and a howel both have D-shaped handles on the sides and both
are very good.
306 _____ Seven assorted copper soldering irons, six have wooden handles, the seventh needs a handle.
307 _____ Unusual English Leytool 2-speed breast drill with adjustable breast plate and adjustable crank handle, we
couldn’t figure out how to switch it from fast to slow, very good overall.
308 _____ Combination 17 1/2-inch fencing tool, PAT. JAN 2, 1900 & MAY 14, 1901, has light rust and dirt, just
as we found it in a Wisconsin barn, will clean to very good.
309 _____ Three 12-inch monkey wrenches; W&B with light rust and nice wooden handle; an A.G. COES & CO.
with cracked wooden handle and having light rust, will clean to very good; and a one with steel handle
marked MADE UNDER COES PATENTS, light rust, will clean to very good.
310 _____ Unusual Burritt & Bro. Weedsport N.Y. combination clamp and drill, as found, will clean to very good
overall. (See lot 315 for a similar combination clamp and drill)
311 _____ Nice fully adjustable saw vise that can be clamped to a table or bench and can be pivoted or turned in
any number of orientations, has light to moderate rust, will clean to good or better usable condition.
312 _____ Seven adjustable steel squares including two Stanley DEFIANCE No. 1221 models that are reversible;
two or three of the no-name brands have some pitting on the scales, all are in good or better usable
condition.
313 _____ Lot: four large rasps and ten copper soldering irons, one of the irons needs a new wooden handle.
314 _____ Lot of eleven squares: six try squares and five combination try and miter squares, all in at least good
usable condition.
315 _____ Unknown make combination clamp and drill with original? maroon finish, has a clamp that is adjustable
by turning the round iron handle at the one end, very good overall. (See lot 310 for a similar combination
clamp and drill)
316 _____ Lot of seven assorted wrenches including a Ford lug wrench and a nice Model 5-Z-204 Model T Exhaust
Pipe Pack Nut Wrench, 1909-1927; the other have too much rust to make out any maker’s marks or
numbers.
317 _____ Four hatchets: PLUMB 1943 with fine original OD-green handle, fine overall; another camp-type hatchet
marked Lakeside, has hang hole at end of handle, very good overall; one that used to have a nail claw
opposite the hatchet head, but the nail claw has been removed; and a pitted crating tool that is missing
the wooden slab from on side of handle.
318 _____ Pair of vises: small bench vise that has a clamp so it can be easily attached to or removed from a bench
or table top, very good overall; and a an adjustable E.C. STEARNS? saw vise that can be clamped to a
table or bench and has a cam locking lever, some rust, will clean to good usable condition.
319 _____ Lot: Two Craftsman miter clamps; a garden fork, lead ladle, BOSTITCH stapler; and K-D No. 90 nail
puller with 10 penny nail capacity, fine.
320 _____ Lot: PS&W 3/4-inch corner chisel, light rust; two socket firmer chisels: 1 3/4-inch JAMES SWAN; and
1 1/2-inch OVB, both with light rust; and a Stanley #82 scraper has partial decal on wooden handle,
needs blade. The chisels have light rust but will clean to very good. Six items in all.
321 _____ Lot: Two pair of nippers the largest by DIAMOND EDGE; WEISS tin shears; end cutters; offset pliers;
pitted fencing plier with staple claw; simple socket set; and a mystery tool marked SEALED POWER
CORP. Eight items in all.
322 _____ Lot: at least 25 assorted screwdrivers including the one at far left with flexible shaft and small flat blade;
and the one at the far right with UPSON BROS PAT. 1,641,307 HOLD E-ZEE screw holder; and a
Millers Falls No. 100 push drill.
323 _____ Three H. MUELLER MFG. CO. DECATUR, ILL Patent July 30, 1889 spiral screwdrivers, no bits in
any of them.
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324 _____ Fine 8-inch MOUND CITY SHAPLEIGH HDWE CO. ST. LOUIS drawknife. First we’ve seen that had
the Shapleigh name in addition to Mound City.
325 _____ Four assorted Goodell Bros., Goodell-Pratt, and Millers Falls spiral screwdrivers including scarce
Millers Falls #41 that has one bit and is fine overall; a Goodell Pratt reversible model PAT. MAY
12, 1908.
326 _____ Pair of drawknives: PS&W 8-inch, handles are a bit loose, can be used as is or get your blacksmith pal,
Wes, to tighten them up for you; and a blacksmith made drawknife that has a 10.5-inch blade, very good
overall.
327 _____ Lot of five Yankee and Yankee-type spiral screwdrivers: Millers Falls #61A; Three Yankee #30; and a
Yankee #31A; all needing bits.
328 _____ Pair of hay knives each with two wooden handles, both very good overall.
329 _____ Pair of spiral tools: A.H. REID Pat. DEC. 12, 1881 with extended brass sleeve and an aluminum top
handle, with one flat screwdriver bit, very good; and a Yankee #75 reversible “Lightning Brace” good
overall.
330 _____ Pair of drawknives: Greenlee 10-inch drawknife, little used, very good to fine overall; and a 8-inch
model with rotating handles, handles are a bit loose, good overall.
331 _____ Nice blacksmith-made trade axe, with loose-fitting long handle, very good overall.
332 _____ Pair of wooden rabbet planes: BENSEN & CRANNELL ALBANY 1 1/2-inch skewed rabbet very good
overall; and #116 2-inch rabbet with faint PITTSBURGH, PA hardware dealer? mark, very good.
333 _____ Scarce blacksmith made mortising axe, edge needs sharpening, very good overall.
334 _____ Unusual wooden compass plane that is also has concave radius, stamped 2 3/4 on both ends, stock
measures just over 9 1/2 inches in length and just under 2 inches in width, very good overall.
335 _____ STANLEY JOBMASTER axe with most of the original label on the axe head, handle marked
STANLEY 59-205 2 1/4 LBS, complete and fine.
336 _____ Pair of wooden planes: unmarked 6 1/2-inch forkstaff plane with nice BUTCHER iron, very good
overall; and a 9 1/2-inch unmarked smoother with MOULSON BROS blade, very good.
337 _____ Nice double bit axe with very nice handle, very good overall.
338 _____ Sandusky #3 wooden plane with slight side to side convex radius, very good overall.
339 _____ Four wooden bench planes: 7-inch smoother marked R. BATES on right side, right side blown out from
wedge being too tight; W.H. POND NEW-HAVEN 6 1/2-inch smoother, right side cracked from wedge
being too tight; and an 8 3/4-inch smoother marked J.L. CLUFF MAKER on toe, very nice BUCK
BROTHERS stag-head blade, right cheek and side are cracked for the same reason the two above are;
and a TABER PLANE CO. NEW BEDFORD MASS 9-inch boat tailed single-iron smoother, cutter
marked BALDWIN TOOL MADE FROM BUTCHERS STEEL WARRANTED, very good overall.
340 _____ Three woodturning books: Creative Woodturning by Dale L. Nish, some minor shelf wear to covers and
a few spots of staining, very good; Woodturning A Fresh Approach by Robert Chapman, very good; and
Ellsworth on Woodturning How a Master Creates Bowls, Pots and Vessels.
341 _____ Four woodworking books: Thos. Moser’s Windsor Chairmaking, very good; Furniture by James Krenov
and Students, very good; Bowl Turning TECHNIQUES MASTERCLASS by Tony Boase, fine; and
Artistic Woodturning by Dale L. Nish, fine.
342 _____ Two woodworking books: Woodcarving Tools, Materials & Equipment Volume 2 by Chris Pye; and
Chris Pye Carving on Turning, complete and fine.
343 _____ Four woodworking tool books: Band Saw Handbook by Mark Duginske, very good; Making Screw
Threads in Wood by Fred Holder, very good; The Woodwright’s Shop A Practical Guide to Traditional
Woodcraft by Roy Underhill; and The Woodwright’s Workbook by Roy Underhill, very good.
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344 _____ Pair of woodworking books: Building Beautiful Wooden Chests by Garth Graves, very good; and
Making Traditional Wooden Planes by John M. Whelan, very good.
345 _____ Pair of 2-man crosscut saws one with 78-inch blade and one with 72-inch, both will clean to good or
better usable condition.
346 _____ Nice 54-inch ice saw with wooden blade protector, needs a round wooded handle added to complete,
very good.
347 _____ Nice EDWARD HUNTS SONS 42-inch 1-man ice saw with iron handle, very good overall.
348 _____ Nice 30-inch ice saw with cast iron handle, very good overall.
349 _____ Pair of 2-man crosscut saws: one 66-inch and one 72-inch, one handle is broken and appears to have had
a bug infestation, the other is fine.
350 _____ Nice cabinetmaker’s tool chest 35 x 24 x 21 inches, with six sliding trays, plane till in bottom, has
panel that can hide bottom of box, lock is present with working key, but lid was popped and the
catch portion will need to be re-installed into the lid, a very nice box overall that just needs a deep
cleaning and some minor work before it can be put back into service.
351 _____ Lot: two saw vises that can be clamped to a table or workbench and an Millers Falls No. 120B, 2-speed
breast drill, intact auxiliary handle, gear wheel has been repainted, very good overall. Three items in all.
352 _____ Small Millers Falls No. 115 single-speed breast drill with handles and main gear wheel repainted, very
good overall.
353 _____ Lot of six lever-type saw sets: DUNLAP?; LAKESIDE; BULLOCK; ?AZREDO; etc.
354 _____ Two Millers Falls 2-speed breast drills: No. 120B with original auxiliary handle, and having nice original
paint, very good overall; and a #120 with cast iron frame, repainted black, complete and very good.
355 _____ Pair of drawknives one marked PEXTO, complete and fine; and one with curved blade and replaced
wooden handles, some pitting but still usable.
356 _____ Yankee No. 1555 multi speed ratcheting breast drill, complete and very good.
357 _____ Three assorted handle drills: one has PAT APPLD FOR and crank arm, some light rust, will clean to
very good; GOODELL-PRATT TOOLSMITHS repainted red, very good; and a MILLERS FALLS with
fluted wooden handle, very good overall.
358 _____ Two large saw sets: THE BULLER PAT. 1486114 and 2048596, complete and fine; and a large
MORRILL-type 5A, very good.
359 _____ Pair of hand drills: STANLEY 100 PLUS, complete and fine; and a GOODELL PRATT with replaced
auxiliary handle, complete and very good.
360 _____ Four saw sharpening tools: PAT AUG. 13, 1912; portable saw vise PAT. AUG. 13, 1912, fine; Boynton
Patent marked UNION SAW CO. N.Y. PAT. NOV. 25, ’73, very good; a MORRILL lever set that is
frozen up; and an E.C. ATKINS EXCELSIOR No. 5 raker gage, very good.
361 _____ Four iron block planes: Stanley #60 1/2 complete and very good; a FULTON that is similar to a Stanley
#110, complete and fine; one with red knob, marked MADE IN USA in bed, very good; and another
marked C2 in rear of bed, very good.
362 _____ Eight assorted saw sets: Stanley DEFIANCE, very good; DUNLAP with original decal, fine; another
DUNLAP; TAINTOR; and unmarked aluminum MORRILL; small Morrill; another DEFIANCE; and an
E.C. STEARNS, all very good.
363 _____ Small pony shave or mini drawknife, has very light rust and will clean to very good overall.
364 _____ Pair of saw vises that can be clamped to a bench or table top; one is a Disston & Co. No. 2 with name
nicely embossed in side of jaw; both are fine overall.
365 _____ Pair of ice tongs, both are in very good overall condition.
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366 _____ Lot of three assorted T-augers each with a wooden handle.
367 _____ Three drawknives: cooper’s? model with 8-inch pitted blade, good handles, good overall; well-worn 9inch model, good overall; and a very good DUNLAP 10-inch model.
368 _____ Pair of cast iron leather shaves: #5 and #6. The #6 has a Snell & Atherton blade, very good overall.
369 _____ Keen Kutter 8-inch smooth plane with sawtooth logo on toe and on blade, one cheek is chipped, very
good overall condition.
370 _____ Four assorted block planes: Stanley Handyman H1247, complete and very good; Stanley #110, complete
and very good; Stanley #102 with hang hole in rear of bed, very good overall; and a pressed steel
Handyman H102, a few patches of light pitting, very good overall.
371 _____ Ohio Tool Co. 7/8-inch twin-iron nosing plane, complete and very good.
372 _____ Two drawknives: unknown make 10-inch some light rust, good handles and good overall; and a 9-inch
unknown make with light pitting, good handles.
373 _____ Three assorted hand drills: one Goodell Pratt; one marked PAT APPL’D on crank arm; and biggest one
has MADE IN U.S.A. cast into big gear wheel. All need oil.
374 _____ Four wood planes: one homemade molding plane; a #20 round with what looks like an over stamped
LIVERPOOL, very good; a wooden smoother that is split at the toe and has a bolt thru it to hold it
together; and a homemade low-angle bench plane with steel plate on bottom.
375 _____ Nice shingle froe.
376 _____ Stanley #4 1/2 wide bottom smooth plane, later model with BB-logo blade, fine tote and tall knob, very
good overall.
377 _____ Two 2-man 66-inch crosscut saws, both could be used with sharpening.
378 _____ Early Stanley #78 rabbet and fillister plane, has vines cast into handle, intact fence and depth stop, very
good overall.
379 _____ Two 2-man 66-inch crosscut saws, the one on the bottom uses hammer handles in place of the originals
and has some light pitting on the blade. The top one is very good overall.
380 _____ Four iron block planes: Stanley #120, complete and good; AMERICAN BOY, complete and very good;
DEFIANCE BY STANLEY, very good; and a small WINCHESTER similar to a Stanley #102 but likely
made by Sargent, very good.
381 _____ Two 66-inch 2-man crosscut saws; one has steel handles riveted to a pitted blade; the other has some
cracking to the wooden handles but a nice blade.
382 _____ Unusual indigenous war axe with blade that looks it came from a blacksmith-made trade axe, very good
overall.
383 _____ Lot of six assorted iron block planes: four Stanley #220 models one with improper (Sargent) lever cap
and one with improper (Stanley) knuckle-jointed lever cap; Stanley #110 with decal on nickeled cap,
fine; and no-name #110 with red cap and red knob.
384 _____ Millers Falls No. 18C (size of Stanley #6C) iron fore plane, toe spur has splinter from one side, some
very light rust, will clean to very good overall.
385 _____ Lot of five assorted iron block planes: 1110 with beaded knob; late Stanley #220; another 220 with
wooden knob and blue japanning; another 220 with patent date lever cap; and a MADE IN USA (looks
Chinese to me) with black cap and blueish green bed.
386 _____ Later Millers Falls No. 18 iron fore plane, does not have the 2-piece lever cap that the plane in lot 384
has, this plane is complete and fine.
387 _____ Lot of five assorted iron block planes: Late Stanley #220; Stanley #110 missing chunk from wooden
knob; another #110 very good; Diamond Edge (similar to Stanley #220) very good; and a HANDYMAN
similar to a #110 with gray bed and sliver cap that still has decal on it, bottle cap adjuster, very good.
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388 _____ Keen Kutter KK6C iron fore plane, complete and very good overall.
389 _____ Lot of four assorted block planes incl. Sargent 5206: Dunlap 7-inch with nice wooden knob, fine overall;
7-inch with knuckle jointed cap and having a Standard Tool Co. blade, very good; Fulton with adjustable
throat, needs cleaning, complete; and a Sargent #5206 with pressed steel body, appears to have a
parkerized finish, very good overall.
390 _____ Scarce Winchester 3026C wide body jack plane, has light rust on lever cap sides and bottom, tote
not securely mounted, but the hardware is there, will clean to very good overall; plus a Sargent
#415 wide body jack plane with Winchester lever cap, nice tote and tall knob, will clean to very
good.
391 _____ Three little block planes including Sargent 2204: Stanley #102 with Rule & Level Co. blade, very good;
unknown make 4 3/4-inch cast iron body, looks like it came out of a child’s tool kit; and a Sargent #2204
4-inch with pressed steel body, very good.
392 _____ Pair of Millers Falls bench planes incl. No. 11; Millers Falls #14 iron jack plane needs light
cleaning, complete and very good; and a somewhat scarce Millers Falls #11 (same as Stanley 5 1/4)
that has some light surface rust, good rosewood tote, rosewood knob is very good but may not be
original, will clean to very good.
393 _____ Pair of Stanley iron block planes incl. #9 1/4 with some green paint on lever cap, very good BB-logo
blade, very good overall; and a 6-inch Stanley with early-type knuckle jointed lever cap and adjustable
throat, very good overall.
394 _____ Winchester #3005 iron 9-inch smooth plane, tote looks like a replacement, good tall knob, will easily
clean to very good overall.
395 _____ Scarce Stanley #120 iron block plane with 6-point star lever cap, early iron with patent dates, very
good overall.
396 _____ Winchester #3004 iron smooth plane, has rust at throat and on sides, good tote and tall knob, will clean
to very good overall.
397 _____ Three assorted block planes: two pressed steel one 8-inches long with wooden knob in front, very good;
a similar 6-inch with pressed steel body, very good; and a smaller 5-inch with squirrel-tail handle, very
good.
398 _____ Gage G4C iron smooth plane, scuffed but intact wood, will clean to very good overall.
399 _____ Three mini block planes including Stanley #101: two Craftsman (Sargent) models, both very good; and a
Stanley #101 with red lever cap, very good overall.
400 _____ Stanley #45 combination plow plane in original pasteboard box with two boxes of blades; both sets
of rods; beading and depth stops, needs only a screwdriver, and the envelope of spare spurs to be
complete, cutter boxes are complete and have fine labels, the pasteboard box is worn and the
corners have been taped from the inside with duct tape but they need to be re-taped. Comes with
the original owner’s manual. A fine and little-used plane in a well-worn box.
401 _____ Unusual Sargent #711 (Same size as Stanley 5 1/4) Auto-Set junior jack plane, missing knurled nut from
top of lever cap, will easily clean to very good overall.
402 _____ Stanley #55 combination plow plane with all four main sections including sliding section, main body and
both handles and slitter; needs set of blades and the auxiliary center bottom and a few other assorted bits
to complete. Comes with
403 _____ MARSH M6 iron fore plane with Stanley V-logo blade, with light cleaning will be very good overall.
404 _____ Siegley #7C iron jointer plane, has light surface rust on non-japanned surfaces, nice tote and low knob,
will clean to very good overall.
405 _____ Union #6C iron fore plane, “poor man’s vertical post” has hang hole in rear of bed, otherwise complete
and very good.
406 _____ Three large ball peen hammers one marked with owner’s name W. LOVE.
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407 _____ Pair of wooden coopers planes: a nice howell with D-shaped handle, very good; and a post croze that is
also very good.
408 _____ Three assorted ratchet braces including unknown short throw model.
409 _____ Stanley #8C iron jointer plane, has fine SW-logo blade, good low knob, tote broken in center and
needing to be glued, a few spots of light surface rust, will clean to very good overall.
410 _____ Three mallets including a new 4 1/2-inch jointers mallet with English label; large round headed model;
and another with round head and rawhide faces that need to be replaced.
411 _____ Lot of six bit braces including four ratcheting models.
412 _____ Four claw hammers: largest is a CHENEY nail-holding hammer; the one below it is a MAYDOLE.
413 _____ Nice 3 1/2-inch slick with very good handle, makers mark on blade is faint, some very light surface rust,
very good overall.
414 _____ Three hammers: Two farrier types one with horseshoe logo that is very good; and a nice CHENEY nailholding hammer.
415 _____ Unknown make 3-inch bevel-edged slick with nicely turned handle, very good overall.
416 _____ Two modern hammers: one has head that can be tilted; the other has a nail holder on top of the poll and
still has its original label.
417 _____ Severely pitted 3-inch slick, the cutting edge is very good, but if you’re going to use it much, you’ll need
to grind the pitting out of the back side of the blade, nice wooden handle.
418 _____ Unusual mill pick used to dress and or recondition the stones in a gristmill, very good.
419 _____ Unusual brace-like tool with a dowel pointer on the end, THOMPSON MFG. MEADVILLE PA USA,
very good; and an unusual bit brace that uses a thumb screw to secure the bit, very good overall.
420 _____ Crate opening tool “COMPLIMENTS OF KELLOGG’S TOASTED CORN FLAKE CO." Needs a good
cleaning, may end up with some mild pitting.
421 _____ Lot of five assorted bit braces.
422 _____ Three medium sized claw hammers: one in foreground is a STANLEY; the one above it is a Stanley
HANDYMAN; and one above that is unmarked.
423 _____ Nice 20th Century combination screwdriver, pipe and nut wrench, and bit brace, the top handle is
missing but can be used as an adjustable combination wrench and a screwdriver, nice plating very good
overall.
424 _____ Six assorted braces including a Spofford Patent with improper screw, ball brace, etc.
425 _____ Stanley corner brace, has surface rust, will clean to at least good usable condition.
426 _____ Unusual brace-like tool with a dowel pointer on the end, marked THOMPSON MFG. MEADVILLE PA
USA, very good.
427 _____ Nice John S. Fray Spofford Patent bit brace with pewter rings holding the pieces of the wrist handle, very
good overall.
428 _____ Lot of four iron block planes: early style Stanley #103; Birmingham 5-inch with hang hole in rear of bed;
Unknown make 6-inch with red bed and black cap, looks like one from a Child’s tool set; and a RICHCON (Richardson Conover Hardware) #102, very good.
429 _____ Lot of three NOS Millers Falls #153 2-jaw chucks for braces or breast drills, one in a complete box with
label; the other two in box bottoms only, all the chucks themselves are fine.
430 _____ Pair of unusual braces: on top is Spofford Patent all-steel, very good overall; and on bottom is a
very rare brace in fixer upper condition. This brace started life a rare Millers Falls No. 97
adjustable sweep brace. It had thumb screws top and bottom that when loosened allowed the user
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to move the wrist handle in or out to change the sweep. The thumb screws are long gone and it
looks like the screw were snapped off in their respective holes. If you are a talented and patient
metalworker, you can turn this into a $1200 to $1500 brace with considerable effort.
431 _____ Four 5-inch iron block planes: Millers Falls #5, very good; Union #102 little japanning remains but very
good overall; OHIO TOOL #0102 with light pitting on top of blade, otherwise very good; and an early
Stanley #103, has light rust, will clean to very good.
432 _____ Lot: box opener; cast iron tack lifter; feeler gage set; and a Stanley #52 spokeshave.
433 _____ Three iron block planes: Millers Falls #75-01-B, very good; Sargent #5307 fully adjustable, very good;
and a Sargent #207 with early circular logo on blade, good wooden knob, cap screw is stripped.
434 _____ Union #43 rabbet & fillister plane, intact fence and nicker, very good blade, very good overall.
435 _____ Pair of Sargent block planes: #5307 with small chip from top right side rail, has STANLEY blade, nice
knuckle jointed lever cap, will make fine user; and a #5206 with poor fitting screw that the lever cap
bears against, entire plane has very light pitting.
436 _____ Five iron block planes: early Stanley #120 complete and fine; two later Stanley #110 planes with
nickeled caps, both very good overall; and a DEFIANCE by Stanley #110 style with gray bed, and black
lever cap with decal, complete and fine.
437 _____ Lot: Four wrenches including three automotive socket types and a 10-inch monkey wrench marked
PLANO on top jaw, Plano was an implement company that eventually was bought out by International,
this one has a cracked wooden handle and a chip from the side of the top jaw from too much force on the
hammer face; plus a strainer and turnbuckle for a buck saw.
438 _____ Stanley #101 mini iron block plane with RULE & LEVEL COMPANY logo on blade, will clean to very
good.
439 _____ Lot: pressed steel try and miter square; cast iron saw file holder; Disston Triumph saw set; leather
creaser?; small keyhole saw with aluminum? handle; and three assorted adjustable auger bits including
IRWIN No. 22; an IRWIN LOCKHEAD; and a LAKESIDE, all very good.
440 _____ Two small planes: Stanley #75 bullnose rabbet with BB-logo blade, some light rust, will clean to very
good; and a WIL-KRO razor plane (U.S. Pat. No. 2,289,504) comes with a socket for mounting it on a
broom stick or other round stick with tapered end, very good overall.
441 _____ Lot: 14 bitstock tools including two countersinks; two twist drill bits; four gimlet bits; three flat
screwdriver bits; a chuck that accepts twist drills; and two wood auger bits; plus an adjustable auger bit
that has had tang cut off; and a chuck from an electric drill?
442 _____ Pair of planes: Stanley #71 router plane with intact throat closing attachment, comes with 1/2-inch blade,
good handles, some light rust, will clean to very good; and a Stanley #99 side rabbet, the little clamp that
secures the blade is broken in 1/2 and 1/2 of it is missing, light pitting on skate and on T-logo blade, nice
knob, find or make another clamp out of flat stock and this one will be ready to go.
443 _____ Lot: bench plane blade; stitching awl; two scratch awls; Handyman 2H screwdriver; screwdriver for
early Stanley 45 or 55 plane; steel plumb bob; etc. Nine items in all.
444 _____ Pair of saw vises: E.C. STEARNS deluxe cast-iron saw vise with two patent dates on the clamp AUG 22,
1899 (U.S. No. 631,664) and DEC 27, 1904
445 _____ Lot: Stanley sliding bevel with rosewood handle, fine; brass plumb; three line levels; small cast iron
level that can be clamped to a square; small caliper; leather punch and small wood handled screwdriver.
446 _____ Lot of six saw tools including: APEX lever set; STANLEY #42? with original decal, fine; MORRILL
lever set; lever set patented MARCH 1891; another lever set; and a MORIN 6C raker gage patented 1929
SEATTLE, fine. Six items in all.
447 _____ Millers Falls No. 10 breast drill with adjustable crank handle, intact auxiliary handle, very good overall.
448 _____ Lot of five saw sharpening tools: DUNLAP portable saw vise that can be attached to a table or bench
top, fine; medium sized MORRILL lever set, very good; Keen Kutter lever set, very good; DUNLAP
4880 lever set, fine; and SIMONDS SAW & STEEL CO. raker gage, fine.
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449 _____ Millers Falls No. 2100 two speed breast drill with 3-jaw chuck, intact auxiliary handle, complete and
very good.
450 _____ Scarce KEEN KUTTER K35 transitional smooth plane in original box with very good label, plane
is like new, box top has a corner or two that need to be re-taped.
451 _____ Lot of six saw sharpening tools: two Disston TRIUMPH lever sets including big one, both very good;
TAINTOR lever set, very good; and an E.C. ATKINS & CO. raker gage.
452 _____ Millers Falls 2-speed breast drill with green gear wheel, intact auxiliary handle, built-in level, nice cast
iron frame, 2-jaw chuck, very good overall.
453 _____ Pair of drawknives: 8-inch with light pitting, very good; and a LAKESIDE EXTRA 10-inch, complete
and fine.
454 _____ Lot of five assorted spokeshaves: STEARNS with name nicely embossed in cap, very good overall; early
Stanley #51?, very good overall; twin bladed BACHELDER missing blade and cap from radiused side;
one with open looped handles marked DUNLAP on cap screw, very good; and a brass chamfer shave
missing both the guides.
455 _____ Pair of drawknives: 6-inch GREENLEE with pitting; and a 8-inch PALMER folding handle, very good.
456 _____ Lot: Wooden scraper, very good; wooden marking gage very good; and a small ice tong, very good.
457 _____ Pair of drawknives: SHAPLEIGH’S 9-inch folding handle, very good; and a cooper’s or carriage
maker’s that has been sharpened to the extent of its usefulness.
458 _____ Lot: unknown make 5-inch cast iron block plane, very good; Stanley #51 spokeshave in red paint, very
good overall; CHINESE or JAPANESE model that is like new; Stanley #64 that has a lever cap that is
broken in 1/2, otherwise very good; and a Bachelder with twin blades, very good.
459 _____ Two drawknives including the longest folding-handle model we have seen. It’s a WINSTEAD EDGE
TOOL WKS. 14-inch model that’s very good overall; the other is a 10-inch with worn out blade that is
slightly curved, unusual handles.
460 _____ Lot: small saw vise that mounts to top of workbench or table; 10-inch pair of nippers; aluminum
DUNLAP saw set; aluminum saw file holder, fine; and an unmarked Stillman’s Saw set with wooden
handle.
461 _____ Rusty and pitted broad axe head, not so far gone that it couldn’t be rehabbed.
462 _____ Lot of five assorted hammers; two small claw hammers; two ball peen; and one with a twisted wire
handle.
463 _____ Four assorted hand drills including a nice Yankee #1530 with selector switch.
464 _____ Pair of Bridgeport crate opening tools both PATENTED SEPT. 29, 1908; one is pitted and painted black;
the other is very good.
465 _____ Pair of rusty axe heads; the one on the right has a maker’s may be legible after cleaning.
466 _____ Four assorted hand drills: Goodell-Pratt? very good; unmarked MILLERS FALLS, fine; Millers Falls
#2500A that just needs light cleaning and oiling, very good; and a nice Millers Falls #5 that is missing
the bits from inside the handle, fine overall.
467 _____ Three Yankee or Yankee-type screwdrivers: Yankee #31A; Millers Falls #610A; and s smaller Yankee
#30A, no bits included.
468 _____ Three hand drills incl. nice Yankee #445; Millers Falls #5 that is complete and just needs cleaning; and a
Millers Falls #2 that is missing the jaws from chuck and missing the auxiliary handle, good to restore or
for parts.
469 _____ Three spiral tools: A.H. REID spiral screwdriver, no bit; a continental spiral drill or screwdriver, needs
cleaning; and a wire twister that looks like a Goodell-Pratt or Millers Falls product.
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470 _____ Pair of breast drills: Millers Falls #13 with adjustable handle; and Goodell-Pratt with enclosed gears and
large breast plate with leather, complete and very good overall.
471 _____ Four assorted hand drills: pistol grip model that needs cleaning; a Goodell-Pratt model that has owner
added wooden pistol grip, needs cleaning; plus two others.
472 _____ Four Yankee or Yankee-type screwdrivers: Yankee 130A; Stanley Yankee 68-130; one made in France,
etc. No bits are included in this lot.
473 _____ Pair of hand drills: Millers Falls #2, complete and very good; and Goodell-Pratt with partially enclosed
gears, complete and very good.
474 _____ Stanley #8C 24-inch iron jointer plane with good T-logo blade, 70 percent plus japanning, good
rosewood tote and short knob, has light rust on sides and sole, will clean to very good usable condition.
475 _____ Pair of hatchets: on top an OHIO KING with new handle, very good overall; and on bottom a
BINGHAM’S BEST with new handle, very good overall.
476 _____ Stanley #6 iron fore plane, rosewood tote glued in center, nice tall knob, very good SW-logo blade, will
easily clean to very good overall.
477 _____ Pair of hatchets: on top a VANCO VAN CAMP H&I CO, INDIANAPOLIS, very good overall; and on
bottom a GENUINE PLUMB with light rust, will clean to very good.
478 _____ FULTON #3708 7-inch smoother that is nearly identical to a Millers Falls #7, this one has a tote that was
broken at base and glued, very good knob, fine japanning, very mild surface rust on lever cap, sides and
sole, will easily clean to fine overall.
479 _____ Pair of iron smooth planes: Winchester #3005 9-inch smoother, fine proper blade and lever cap, needs
light cleaning, fine overall; and a 9-inch SARGENT HERCULES that needs a light cleaning, very good
overall.
480 _____ Pair of transitional smooth planes: Stanley #35 with nice Q-logo blade, very good tote and knob, the
brass adjuster nut is a bit chewed up from someone putting pliers on it, very good overall; and a UNION
#24 unhandled smoother with Stanley SW-logo blade, logo on toe a bit faint, very good overall.
481 _____ Pair of iron smooth planes: Ohio Tool Co. #04C has OHIO name cast into bed behind frog, good tote and
knob, very good overall; and a SARGENT #408 has improper tote and knob, nice original blade, will
clean to very good usable condition.
482 _____ Stanley #122 “Liberty Bell” transitional smoother, gold STANLEY-logo blade large cap screw that was
originally nickel plated, logo not visible on toe of plane, will clean to very good overall.
483 _____ Pair of iron smooth planes: Stanley #4 and Stanley Handyman H1204; the #4 has good rosewood tote,
scuffed but intact knob, very good BB-logo blade, japanning 75 percent plus, light rust to exposed
surfaces, will clean to fine overall; the Handyman is complete and fine, just needs a light cleaning.
484 _____ Sargent #3411 transitional smoother (Same as Stanley #35), complete and very good overall.
485 _____ Keen Kutter (Ohio Tool Co.) KK4C with fine rosewood tote and low knob, 95 percent plus japanning,
needs front tote screw and a light dusting and will be fine overall.
486 _____ Stanley BAILEY #4C 9-inch iron smooth plane, rosewood tote broken and glued, fine low knob, very
good SW-logo blade, very good overall.
487 _____ Three assorted hack saws: Millers Falls No. 11 has some light rust, very good overall; Millers Falls No.
9, complete and very good; and a Great Neck, complete and very good.
488 _____ Fine Belknap Bluegrass broad hatchet with much of the original red paint and decal on the right side of
the head, find overall; plus a Keen Kutter claw hammer with replaced handle, very good overall.
489 _____ Pair of hack saws: Scarce Millers Falls No. 6, complete and very good; and an unknown make that is
unusual, and very good.
490 _____ Six assorted saw sets including nickel plated Lakeside and Keen Kutter models that are very good, a
black pistol gripped model that is complete and fine. We’ve tossed in a 7th for parts.
491 _____ Pair of jointer gages for iron bench planes: the one on top is complete; the similar Diamond Edge model
on the bottom is missing the entire locking screw, find or make another and it will be fine.
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492 _____ Two brass hose nozzles: a fire hose nozzle by the U.S. RUBBER CO, has some oxidation, will clean to
very good; and brass garden house nozzle that has the end of a piece of hose in it, and the base has been
marred by pliers or a vise in a failed attempt to uncouple it.
493 _____ Large cylinder hone with flexible shaft, all three stones intact, very good spring, very good overall.
494 _____ Winchester No. 1511 2-cell flashlight, has parts of price tag and glue residue that need to be removed,
very good overall.
495 _____ Lot of four hand saws: unknown make 20-inch panel saw with nice 10ppi blade, nice laminated handle,
very good overall; Disston 26-inch 8ppi with repaired handle and Keen Kutter medallion, will clean to
very good; another 26-inch 8ppi saw, no visible etch, keystone medallion, good overall; and another 26inch 8ppi Disston that needs a good cleaning, very good machine carved handle.
496 _____ Langdon 26-inch miter box saw MADE EXPRESSLY FOR STANLEY RULE & LEVEL CO. has chip
missing from bottom of top handle spur, and needs light cleaning, very good overall.
497 _____ Pair of 2-speed breast drills: Millers Falls 2-speed with repainted gear wheel, improper auxiliary handle,
3-jaw chuck will clean to very good overall; and a Millers Falls with cast iron frame, built in level, intact
2-jaw chuck and auxiliary handle, very good overall.
498 _____ Three assorted hand saws: Simmonds 26-inch No. 8 with 5 1/2ppi rip blade, good etch, chip from side of
top handle spur, very good overall; 20-inch 8ppi panel saw, very good overall; and another 20-inch 8ppi
panel saw with dark handle WARRANTED SUPERIOR medallion, no visible etch, will clean to good
overall.
499 _____ Pair of Disston handsaws: 26-inch K-3 PACE MAKER with 5 1/2ppi rip blade, nice etch, fine overall;
and a 22-inch D8 with 10ppi blade, good very good usable condition.
500 _____ Very nice set of eight 24-inch IRWIN auger bits plus two smaller 18-inch bits all inside a wood box with
hinged lid and having a folding carrying handle on top. Bits are sharp and ready to go.
501 _____ Lot of six saw sharpening tools: BAY STATE portable saw vise, complete and fine; No. 1 cast iron saw
vise that can be screwed to the front (or side) of a workbench, very good; SIMONDS raker gage;
EMERSON raker gage; and two small vises one that can be attached to the edge of a bench top and one
that is held down by two screws.
502 _____ Lot: Nice PINE KNOT drawknife; iron mallet; and a roofing or lathing hatchet that has some pitting.
503 _____ Lot of nine saw sharpening tools: two DISSTON MONARCH including big one; STANLEY NO. 42;
TAINTOR; MORRILL; STANLEY No. 43; and two raker gages by ATKINS and E.C. STEARNS PAT
MAR 28, 1911 & SEPT 8, 190?, both very good.
504 _____ Pair of drawknives: PS&W folding 9-inch model, very good; and an 8-inch WITTE HDW., complete and
very good.
505 _____ Unusual STOVER saw vise with clamp, can be at attached to table or bench top, fine overall.
506 _____ Four iron bench planes: Stanley #4 complete and very good; DUNLAP 9-inch smooth plane, complete
and fine; SHELTON No. 04 complete and fine; and a SHAPLEIGH’S (Parplus) with stamped steel frog,
very good overall.
507 _____ Pair of saw vises: PERFECTION portable model, PAT. PEND., fine; and one that can be clamped to
bench or table top marked 3, very good.
508 _____ Pair of transitional bench planes: Keen Kutter K28 with broken tote spur, entire plane coated in clear
lacquer, good overall; and Stanley #27 that is missing the tote spur and has been coated in lacquer, good
overall.
509 _____ Lot of six saw tools: four lever-type sets including a DEFIANCE or HANDY MAN; two saw raker
gages; and a SWIFT lever-type set with light pitting, good overall.
510 _____ Three iron jack planes: ECLIPSE, complete and fine; Diamond Edge DE5C with hard rubber tote
missing back of spur), and good wooden knob, very good overall; and one that has an StS Siegley blade,
a real clunky replacement tote.
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511 _____ Six saw sharpening tools: four lever-type sets: Stanley 42X with original pasteboard box; OLD
ORIGINAL NO. I.M.O.; I.X.L.; and a raker gage PAT MAR. 28, 1911; and SEPT. 8, 190?, very good.
512 _____ Unusual ALUMO 3B weatherstripping plane with adjustable steel fence on one side, very good overall.
513 _____ Four iron smooth planes: 9-inch MERIT TOOLS No. 5277 (Montgomery Ward Dept. Stores) complete
and fine; FULTON Made in West Germany, very good overall; Sargent No. 409 with some light pitting,
good overall; and an unknown 8-inch that will make a good scrub plane.
514 _____ Lot: flat bladed screwdriver with wooden handle, very good; two wooden drawknives; and a rosewood
handled bevel with 8-inch blade and decorative brass screw.
515 _____ Sargent No. 61 router plane with 1/2-inch blade, very good overall.
516 _____ Pair of iron planes: Stanley #75 bullnose rabbet plane, complete and very good; and a 5-inch block plane
likely out of a child’s tool kit, very good.
517 _____ Pair of iron smooth planes: Millers Falls No. 9, complete and very good; and a DUNLAP 9-inch
smoother, very good overall.
518 _____ Lot: tack lifter; two tool handles and a gimlet bit with wooden handle.
519 _____ Four iron block planes: DUNLAP 7-inch, very good; HANDYMAN G12-247, very good; DIAMOND
EDGE (Sargent) 7-inch, complete and fine; and an unknown make with rust.
520 _____ Four assorted bit braces.
521 _____ Six iron block planes: FULTON 7-inch, complete and fine; Stanley #220 with light pitting and chunk
missing out of lever cap; later Stanley #220, complete and fine; Stanley Handyman H1247, some light
rust, will clean to very good; SIMMONS 7-inch, very good; and a Japanese 6-inch No. 110, very good.
522 _____ Two braces: SHDW CO (Shapleigh Hardware?) ratchet brace with pewter rings around wrist handle,
very good overall; and an all-steel brace with spring chuck, light pitting, good overall.
523 _____ Four iron block planes and a Stanley #80 scraper: Stanley #9 1/2 complete and very good; Keen Kutter
(Ohio Tool) same as a Stanley 9 1/2, complete and fine; CRAFTSMAN 3732 low angle block plane with
knuckle-jointed lever cap, some pitting; and a Stanley #130 that has had the end with the knob broken
off, still usable as a chisel plane or bullnose.
524 _____ Three scrapers: Stanley #82 that is missing its blade and has a bench plane knob in place of original;
unknown make with wooden handle, very good; and a Stanley #83 long handled scraper, very good.
525 _____ Lot: small ice tong; 8-inch nipper; and a Stanley brick hammer, very good.
526 _____ Six assorted saw sharpening tools: APEX SPECIAL lever set; OLD ORIGINAL, very good; A.
STILLMAN’S patent 1854 with faint marking, very good; unknown make, pitted; and two raker gages,
one PAT’D SEPT 8, 1903 & MAR 28, 1911; and the other PAT’D SEPT 8, 1903, both very good.
527 _____ Lot: Stanley 1-inch Everlast chisel; S.M. CO. flat bladed screwdriver; gimlet bit with wooden handle;
three bitstock bits; and two tool handles.
528 _____ Lot: wooden torpedo level marked STEVENS NEWTON FALLS OHIO; unmarked STILLMAN’S
Patent saw set; small BUCK tang chisel and a hog ringer.
529 _____ Lot: Stanley #80 scraper, very good; automotive valve grinder or lapper, missing top handle; twohandled scorp; hay hook and wooden jointers mallet.
530 _____ Long handled adze, very good; and a unusual hand scythe or weeder with wooden handle, very good.
531 _____ Two pruning saws.
532 _____ Lot: Diamond Edge broad hatchet; T-handled auger; and two hooks, one a hay hook and the other is
longer and we’re not sure what it does.
533 _____ Lot of six hanging spring scales by CHATILLONS; SARGENT EXCELSIOR IMPROVED; ROYAL
SPRING BALANCE; another CHATILLONS, and one with pitted plate.
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534 _____ Three wooden levels: Stanley 28-inch No. 5 with laminated stock and having V-logo on brass plate, very
good; 18-inch Stanley #104 and Disston 14-inch, all very good.
535 _____ Seven smaller spring balance scales: BELMONT HDWE CO; three CHATILLONS IMPROVED; C.
FORSCHNER’S NEW YORK PAT. 7/9/89; POCKET BALANCE GERMANY; and UTILITY.
536 _____ Three T-augers with wooden handles.
537 _____ Pair of hay knives, one with welded repair.
538 _____ Nice 47-inch 1 or 2-man crosscut saw with intact auxiliary handle, pitted on both sides, good overall.
539 _____ SIEGLEY No. 6C iron fore plane, complete and fine, just needs a light dusting.
540 _____ Four assorted ratchet braces including Stanley #731 12-inch, very good; Stanley #1250, complete and
fine; etc.
541 _____ Pair of Stanley iron bench planes: Stanley BAILEY No. 5 iron jack plane with a gray 4-SQUARE
lever cap and good BB-logo blade, and a very unusual Stanley 4-SQUARE No. 1104 iron smooth
plane, with Q-logo iron, good tote and tall knob, very good overall.
542 _____ Pair of ratchet braces: Nice Keen Kutter KBB 12-inch with heavy duty chuck; and Millers Falls #730 14inch, very good.
543 _____ Winchester No. 5004 iron smooth plane with nice beaded knob, spur broken off tote, good proper iron,
very good overall.
544 _____ Five assorted braces: RUSSELL & ERWIN; Stanley SW #945; Dunlap 10-inch, etc.
545 _____ Scarce Diamond Edge DE4 1/2C wide body smooth plane with hard rubber tote, nice original
blade, very good overall. Entire plane coated with clear lacquer.
546 _____ Pair of ratchet braces: nice V&B #444 8-inch with unusual chuck, very good; and a Millers Falls
10-inch with some light rust, will clean to very good.
547 _____ Unusual Stanley 4-SQUARE junior jack plane (same size as Stanley #5 1/4), complete and very
good overall.
548 _____ Nice short throw PS&W #8006 or #9008 with heavy duty chuck patented JULY 8 ’89?, patent date on
chuck is faint, nice tropical wooden handles, fine overall.
549 _____ Early Stanley BEDROCK 606C iron fore plane, good tote and low knob, lever cap marked STANLEY
R&L CO. BED ROCK, about 70 percent japanning, will clean to very good overall.
550 _____ Three assorted handsaws: 18-inch 11ppi panel saw with good handle, intact nib, very good overall;
Disston K-4 AIR MASTER 26-inch 8ppi blade, very good etch, fine overall; and an unknown make 26inch with light rust on the 10?ppi blade, will clean to at least good usable condition.
551 _____ Butt ugly and crude owner-made steel rabbet plane with clunky wooden tote and door knob for a front
knob, someone’s attempt to make an infill plane.
552 _____ Three assorted hand saws: 28-inch Disston 10ppi with intact nib, good handle, no etch visible, good
overall; 24-inch 11ppi Keen Kutter? blade has spots of mild pitting, good overall;
553 _____ Unusual CHAPLIN’S Patent 24-inch iron jointer plane with scalloped sides, SARGENT blade,
wooden tote looks original and is very good, nice wooden knob, lots of light surface rust, will clean
to very good.
554 _____ Pair of saws: 12-inch Disston back saw MADE FOR HAMMACHER SCHLEMMER NEW YORK
CITY SINCE 1848, faint etch on blade, will easily clean to very good; and a 20-inch Disston D8? panel
saw with 10ppi blade, very good overall.
555 _____ Homemade 42-inch level with jumbo level vial and dual plumb vials at each end, has big hang hole on
end side, good overall.
556 _____ Wooden auger bit box with drop down door to reveal bits. Has 12 bits by various makers inside, a thin
brass plate is missing from one side of the drop-down door.
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557 _____ DAVIS & COOK 30-inch Cook’s Patent Dec. 7, 1886, plumb & level, numerous nicks and dings, to
wood, intact vials, brass butt planes, very good overall.
558 _____ Pair of nice panel saws: on top a nice A.J. WILKINSON & Co. 22-inch 8ppi blade, nice etch that will
only get better with proper cleaning, very nice and delicate handle, very good overall; and a 22-inch
10ppi saw with WARRANTED SUPERIOR medallion and no visible etch, nice handle, very good
overall.
559 _____ Three wood levels: 28-inch Stanley #3, both vials intact, wooden needs to be refinished, good overall;
26-inch DISSTON MORSS, level vial intact, plumb vial dry and fancy brass plumb-vial cover MIA, has
holes thru each corner where it was screw to a wall or something; good overall; and a 26-inch Stanley
#30 with big brass vial covers on the side, all three vials intact, holes thru each corner where it was
mounted to a wall.
560 _____ Later model Stanley #46 skew bladed plow plane with set of 10 original blades, the blades have light rust
and one or two may have some mild pitting, will clean to fine overall.
561 _____ New old stock 30-inch bluegrass J5 BG Z-30” double plumb and level, like new overall.
562 _____ Stanley #12 cabinet scraper with fine KEEN KUTTER blade, fine rosewood handle, fine overall
condition.
563 _____ Unusual ZENITH Z22 (ACME) 26-inch pressed steel double plumb and level with inclinometer all
four vials intact, some light rust, will clean to very good overall.
564 _____ Stanley #238 plow plane with intact fence depth stop, rods, pre-stops, good japanning and one 5/32
blade, light rust to exposed surfaces, will clean to fine overall.
565 _____ Stanley #37 24-inch cast iron double plumb and level, all three vials intact, shaft grove in bottom, some
light rust, has eclipse vial covers on all vials, will clean to very good.
566 _____ Stearns long handled scraper, complete and fine.
567 _____ Pair of cast iron levels: L.S.S. Co. (Starrett) 15-inch pitch adjusting level, use by plumbers and other
trades, this one is complete and fine; and a 12-inch Stanley #36 all three vials intact, very good overall.
568 _____ Two planes: ALUMO A1 & Stanley #50 light duty combination plow plane with all three main sections,
rods, depth stop and slitters, good nickel, just needs set of blades, beading stop and chip deflector, to
complete, some light rust on rods, will clean to fine; and ALUMO 1A aluminum weatherstripping plow
plane, cutter looks too long to be original, very good overall.
569 _____ Starrett millwright’s shaft level in original wooden box, satin finish, had a few spots of light surface rust
when we found it, fine overall.
570 _____ Lot of four saw vises: E.C. STEARNS PAT. AUG 22, 1899 that can be mounted to face of workbench
with four screws, the cam lever that opens and closes it is loose and needs to be reinstalled; a BUCKEYE
SAW VISE CO. model that can be clamped to a bench or table top, marked on jaw TK NS-1AA PAT’D
that automatically closes when pushed forward, very interesting; massive cast iron NO. 5 vise that
swivels and tilts and can be clamped to a table or bench, very good; and an unknown make MADE IN
USA vise that has a cam lever and can clamp to a bench top.
571 _____ Stanley #32 transitional 26-inch jointer plane, tote spur chipped, good knob, needs cleaning, very good
overall.
572 _____ Three saw sharpening tools: E.C. STEARNS & CO. folding saw vise complete and fine; and two levertype saw sets: Disston TRIUMPH and a MORRILL medium sized set with well-worn spring, good
overall.
573 _____ Stanley #8C iron jointer plane TYPE 11 with very good T-logo blade, good rosewood tote and low knob,
with light cleaning will be in very good overall condition.
574 _____ Three saw sharpening tools: small vise that mounts to edge of board, very good; cast iron vise with
cam lever that mounts to face of workbench, casting is broken so only 3 screws can be used to
mount it; plus an unusual portable saw vise THE BUCKEYE S.V. CO. PAT. NOV. 11, ’02, very
good.
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575 _____ Stanley #6C iron fore plane, fine rosewood tote and tall knob, very good overall.
576 _____ Three breast drills: MOHAWK by Millers Falls with 3-jaw chuck is needing new springs, replaced
auxiliary handle, good overall; DUNLAP 2-speed, very good overall; and a Millers Falls 2-speed with
rosewood handles, some light pitting.
577 _____ Pair of iron bench planes: Stanley #5C jack plane, fine rosewood tote and tall knob, very good overall;
and a Simonds Hdw. Co. OAK LEAF (Stanley) 4C with twisted lateral lever, very good overall.
578 _____ Craftsman (Millers Falls) 2-speed breast drill, complete and very good.
579 _____ Pair of Stanley iron bench planes: #4C iron smooth plane, later model with BB-logo blade, yellow
background in lever cap, complete and very good; and a #3C SW model with very good SW logo blade,
very good overall.
580 _____ Lot: small SPECIAL MACHINE ENGINEERING DETROIT MICH vise; two plumbers blow torches;
and four ratchet braces including a complete Stanley #945 with rust; another complete model with rust;
and two that are missing the top handles and only suitable for parts; plus a mysterious saw-sharpening
fixture that was likely foot operated.
581 _____ Four iron bench planes: Stanley #4C that is missing the knob and has interesting brass plate screwed to
left side of tote to try to fix it, tote is cracked at base, just needs new wood and a good cleaning;
unknown 9-inch smoother pitted on side and rust over most exposed surfaces; DEFIANCE by Stanley 8inch smoother with adjuster, tote broken at base, light rust, will clean to very good; and a Stanley #3
Type 11 missing blade and lever cap, good rosewood tote and low knob, light rust, will clean to good
usable condition.
582 _____ Lot: 9 assorted wrenches including one marked METALLIC CASKET CO. SPRINGFIELD O. and
STEEL BURGLAR PROOF GRAVE VAULT No. 2 T-handle with small square socket; two small
single ended alligators; and six double open enders including two stamped steel; one FAIRMOUNT
CLEV, and an all-steel hammer.
583 _____ Pair of 14-inch iron jack planes: late Stanley with blue paint in bed, hard rubber or plastic tote and knob,
light rust, will clean to very good; and a CRAFTSMAN with circular logo on blade and lever cap, lever
cap background is gold, will clean to very good.
584 _____ Lot: large hand forged tap handle; pipe cutter; breast drill for parts; handle for 2-man crosscut saw
another saw handle, and wooden handled gimlet.
585 _____ Lot: Two 2-man crosscut saws and two pieces of other saw blades. Perfect lot for the knife maker who
will just cut up the saw plates.
586 _____ Three saws: 22-inch C. DISSTON meat saw with pitted frame chunk of wooden handle missing, can still
be used; KEYSTONE by DISSTON 20-inch meat saw, complete and very good; and a 23-inch back saw
with light rust on blade, WARRANTED SUPERIOR medallion, very good handle.
587 _____ Nice 26-inch LANGDON MITER BOX MILLERS FALLS miter box back saw made by Disston, has a
few paint spatters on good handle, good etch, fine overall.
588 _____ Underhill Edge Tool Co. 3-inch slick, complete and very good.
589 _____ Four assorted hack saws including a KEEN KUTTER; Millers Falls NO. 1275; FEDERAL BOSTON
MASS; and NORTHEAST TOOL & DIE CO. KANSAS CITY.
590 _____ Nice 26-inch steel back saw, nice handle, very good overall.
591 _____ Nice Dickenson & Co. 3-inch slick, with modern turned handle.
592 _____ Three misc. hand-cranked items two with integral clamps to attach to bench or table; and one that can be
screwed to a table top.
593 _____ Millers Falls rosewood handled breast drill, intact level, some pitting, will clean to very good overall.
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594 _____ Stanley #45 combination plow plane with floral casting comes with all three main sections, set of long
rods, two depth stops and a beading stop, also comes with a 7/16-inch plow blade, nice nickel, the cutter
adjustment wheel is broken almost in 1/2 yet still functional, good overall; plus two additional main
bodies for similar vintage #45 planes one in very good and has short rods and one depth stop; and one is
rough with crude replaced handle, rust, short and long rods.
595 _____ Brace with integral hollow auger, likely a Goodell Pratt but it will need a serious de-rusting to find any
maker marks; also included is a non-ratcheting bit brace.
596 _____ Unknown make 3-inch slick with ill-fitting handle that was turned from a baseball ball, very good
overall.
597 _____ Schrade-Walden Pocket Knife countertop display case, decent paint, intact glass, has hasp for lock on
top, good overall.
598 _____ Lot: Craftsman (Sargent #1080) combination plow plane, with all three main sections, beading stop, one
depth stop, long rods, very good handles, needs blades, very good overall; Stanley #45 combination plow
plane with floral casting on main frame and patent dates on skate, nice rosewood handle and knob, needs
blades, very good overall; a body only for another Stanley #45 plane, has Script logo on skate, very
good; and two try squares.
599 _____ Lot: Stanley #12 cabinet scraper, nice rosewood handle, about 70 percent japanning, the exposed
surfaces including the threaded adjuster rod are rusty and will need de-rusting and penetrating oil to get
them free and functional, after that you just need a blade; and three iron block planes including a
FOOTPRINT (Stanley #9 1/2) that is complete and very good; an AMERICAN BOY #110-type and an
unmarked modern model with screw adjuster and lateral adjuster.
600 _____ L.S. STARRETT 12-inch millwright’s shaft level used in setting up machinery in factories and in other
applications where precise leveling is required, this one needs a light cleaning but is intact and will clean
to very good overall.
601 _____ Lot: Two portable saw vises and two smaller saw? vises that can be bolted to a bench top.
602 _____ Pair of rosewood handled try squares: Stanley #20 10-inch, blade has light rust, will clean to very good;
and a 4 1/2-inch model with small patch of light pitting at end of blade, otherwise, very good.
603 _____ Yankee No. 131A spiral screwdriver like new in original pasteboard box with all three original bits. Box
lightly crushed and needing tape at corner where label is, tool itself is like new.
604 _____ Lot: Box only for Little Giant Combination Screw Plate No. 311, has hinged lid, box is very good with
mostly intact label on inside of lid; plus a wooden auger bit box with 14 auger bits all having light rust.
605 _____ Fine Luther Grinder Co. No. 04 BEST MAIDE DIMO-GRIT hand cranked bench grinder with adjustable
tool rest, one of the better bench grinders we’ve seen or sold.
606 _____ Unknown make bench grinder, in good working order; and a 2-handled scorp or inshave, some light rust
on blade, will clean to fine overall.
607 _____ Nice GOLDENROD railroad-type oil can with handle and pump marked DUTTON-LAINSON
HASTINGS, NEB. 1 QUART, very good.
608 _____ Pair of B&C combination pipe & nut wrenches one 12-inch with hex adjuster nut, needs light cleaning,
wooden handle weathered; the other 15-inch with long adjuster sleeve, handle cracked about 1/2 way
down on one side, will clean to very good.
609 _____ Lot: Four iron smooth planes including one with a FOWLER lever cap, all needing rehab work, and two
sad iron slugs.
610 _____ Coes-type 18-inch monkey wrench, has light rust, nice wooden handles, will clean to very good overall.
611 _____ Nice wooden box of 13 Irwin auger bits, very good overall.
612 _____ Lot: Iron block plane missing knob & needing to be cleaned; hatchet with steel handle, rubber grip, &
intact sheath; & a Yankee screwdriver, no bits included.
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613 _____ Lot of plane parts: four bench plane blades with chipbreakers; two lever caps for bench planes, three
block plane blades, and a lever cap for block planes, all need cleaning.
614 _____ Set of 13 Russell Jennings auger bits in a 3-tiered wooden box, a complete and fine set in a very good
box with most of the original label intact on inside of lid.
615 _____ Unknown make (earl Langdon?) cast iron miter box, has some light rust, will easily clean to very good,
plus a very good 29-inch Henry Disston & Sons back saw MADE EXPRESSLY FOR GOODELL MFG
CO. blade measures just under 7 inches from tip of teeth to top of back, etch faint but visible, some light
rust on back, will clean to very good.
616 _____ Four assorted ratchet braces including a nice PS&W SAMSON with the heavy-duty chuck and tropical
handles; and a very good Stanley Handyman H1253.
617 _____ Millers Falls LANGDON ACME No. 73 miter box & 24-inch HENRY DISSTON & SONS steel backed
saw, has traces of very light surface rust, will easily clean to very good.
618 _____ Unknown make (Millers Falls?) corner brace, missing side covers, handles have been painted silver, in
good working condition.
619 _____ Millers Falls LANGDON ACME No. 73C miter box & 24-inch STANLEY MITER BOX SAW with
faint etch, some light rust on blade, will clean to very good.
620 _____ Six wooden clamps.
621 _____ Three transitional jack planes: Stanley #127 Liberty Bell; unknown make 15-inch with Sargent lever cap
and broken tote; and a Stanley BAILEY #26 that is complete; all three found together in a dirty barn and
all will require at least a good cleaning to put back into service.
622 _____ Two wooden miter boxes both with rusty fittings and a wooden clamp.
623 _____ Four wooden bench planes: 15-inch jack with open tote and double iron, will clean to good or better
overall; two 20-inch fore or jointers one with handle that needs to be re-glued; the other has had the left
side blown out; and a 24-inch jointer that has a closed handle that needs to be re-glued. All were found in
the same dirty barn as the other planes and braces in these last few lots.
624 _____ Bench plane lot: Stanley #8C made prior to the introduction of the frog-adjusting screw, has broken
rosewood tote that needs glue and good knob, just needs blade, cap iron and lever cap to complete;
Stanley #7C that needs blade and cap iron and a lever for the lever cap to complete; a complete WARDS
MASTER (Stanley) 22-inch iron jointer that just needs a little cleaning; 14-inch iron jack plane needing
lever cap, blade and cap iron; 14-inch Stanley-made iron jack that needs blade, cap iron and lever cap;
Fulton transitional jack, complete, needs cleaning; and 15-inch SCIOTO WORKS wooden jack, needs
cleaning.
625 _____ Unknown make hand cranked sickle-bar grinder, will clean to very good.
626 _____ Unknown make bench grinder, complete and very good; plus a BREDE-BILT PRODUCTS MPLS
MINN bench arbor with polishing wheels installed.
627 _____ Vintage G.W.D. MFG. Co. 1-GAL. fuel can with spring loaded cap that can be opened with pull of
trigger inside handle, very good.
628 _____ Darra James Model 212 12-inch jig saw, just needs a power source, very good; and an unknown press.
629 _____ Lot: Two Ritter Patent (U.S. No. 1,950,930) scrapers; two leather punches, a nice pair by C.S. Osborne;
and an older pair with rust; plus an end cutter.
630 _____ Lot: wooden handled scraper; two pair pliers; glass cutter; knife sharpener that clamps to table top;
screwdriver; bench arbor; chisel handle, miter clamp, two Goodell-Pratt chain drills, one needs chain and
one with repaired chain.
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